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LoRa and LoRaWAN are promising solutions for the upcoming challenges
that the Internet of Things (IoT) presents. But even with the recent de-
velopments in LoRaWAN, there are still problems to overcome due to the
scale of applications required for IoTs. LoRa and LoRaWAN provide many
of the desired characteristics for IoT such as long-range transmissions, low
power use, and low device cost, but also have an issue with node capacity.
Scaling LoRaWAN networks for the capacity that the IoTs desires is the
current challenge, so therefore, I aim to improve current solutions to meet
this challenge. Since LoRaWAN is a new technology, research in the area
is in early development, with some contributions existing but no complete
solution that can be applied to a diverse range of LoRaWAN applications.
My research extended upon previous research focused on the fairness of col-
lision probabilities across nodes in a network, and thus, I created a solution
that improved the scalability of LoRaWAN. Overall, I contributed a param-
eter allocation algorithm, a transmission power assignment scheme, and a
path loss rule for node placement for LoRaWAN networks that, in simula-
tion, achieved better performance than current solutions. This was possible
due to lack of consideration regarding the importance of LoRa spreading
factor parameters by current solutions and the realistic implications of path
loss. By factoring for these two aspects, a more adaptable solution can be
created. This solution can effectively maximise LoRaWAN’s most impor-
tant capability and also consider the physical limitations of the real-world
like path loss. The proposed solution, Fair Allocation for Transmission
Parameters (FATP) for LoRaWAN, adapts the idea of fair device perfor-
mance in a network to the realistic limitations a real-world application
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would introduce, such as node distribution and path loss. Firstly, the pa-
rameter allocation algorithm is responsible for understanding the path loss
of every device and the ideal method of leveraging the spreading factor pa-
rameter to achieve a fair network. A fair network, in this instance, is one
where every device has the same probability for collision when transmitting.
This algorithm then adapts the ideal method of assigning the spreading
factor parameter to devices based on their path loss so that the network
remains as near to optimal as possible, while respecting the limitations of
the real world. Secondly, the transmission power scheme is responsible for
minimising the power usage of devices by controlling how much power is
used to transmit with. This power scheme functions by minimising every
device’s transmission power to the minimum amount that will still guaran-
tee a viable transmission. Finally, the path loss rule is a guideline to follow
when placing devices in a network. This guideline describes the minimum
path loss a device should be allowed to have before it becomes impossible
to mitigate its interference with other devices.
In the simulation, FATP achieved better performance in terms of data ex-
traction rate (DER) and reducing the variance of performance across nodes
in a network for a range of node distributions when compared with current
solutions. FATP provided up to a 9% improvement for network DER with
an average of a 4% network DER improvement when compared to the near-
est best performing current solution, an RSSI-based solution. Most notably,
FATP, on average, reduced the variance of individual node performance by
a factor of approximately 59. FATP achieved this while consuming approx-
imately the same amount of energy as the RSSI-based solution. Overall,
FATP achieved its goals of improving network DER to increase scalability
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The Internet of Things (IoT) is a new and popular concept that includes a series of
technologies where physical devices that are embedded with sensors exchange data over
the internet, as shown by Chui, Loffler, and Roberts (2010). Wortmann and Flüchter
(2015) illustrate that, as the capabilities of IoT improve, this new, exciting concept
rapidly grows in its range of relevant applications. These new applications highlight
several problems in the existing technologies that support IoT such as maximum trans-
mission distance, cost, and energy consumption. Examples of these applications are
evident in everyday life, such as the monitoring of car park availability, gas emissions
in cities, and agricultural monitoring such as gathering metrics soil quality.
Chui et al. (2010) and Wortmann and Flüchter (2015) explain examples of tech-
nologies that are used for current applications such as RFID tags or sensor networks:
creating solutions for problems such as product management in warehouses or data
capture in small environments. However, IoT is aiming to meet the demands of cities
and big data as well as many other diverse applications. Perera, Jayaraman, Za-
slavsky, Georgakopoulos, and Christen (2014) show other supporting technologies for
IoT, such as Wi-Fi, cellular networks, or Bluetooth, yet all of these technologies either
lack the ability for devices to transmit over large distances or cost a lot to implement
in large-scale networks. Instead, these current technologies are designed to function
over short distances while delivering high data rates. Unfortunately, current technolo-
gies do not meet the requirements for large-scale applications. These applications for
IoT demands cheap hardware that can transmit small amounts of data across many
devices over large distances. By implementing a better technology, big data can be
gathered and constructed cheaply when compared to utilising current technologies. A
technology required for IoTs’ new applications does not require high data rates and,
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instead, favours maximum transmission distance, low energy consumption, and high
node capacity.
One technology that can meet these demands is Low Power Wide Area Networks
(LPWAN) with this technology including many implementations that are well-applied
to IoT as presented by Mekki, Bajic, Chaxel, and Meyer (2019). LPWANs are types of
wireless networks that operate over large distances with low data rates at a low energy
cost while using comparatively cheap hardware. Therefore, an LPWAN can be thought
of as a class of technologies well-aligned with the IoT applications.
Mekki et al. (2019) and Lauridsen, Kovács, Mogensen, Sorensen, and Holst (2016)
show four main LPWAN technologies that are utilised in IoT: Long Term Evolution -
Machine Type Communication (LTE-M), Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT), Long Range
(LoRa), and Sigfox. These are different technologies for wireless transmissions to solve
IoTs’ new application problems. Although, each of these technologies varies from each
other in terms of implementation function.
Both LTE-M and NB-IoT utilise existing LTE networks to create LPWANs but op-
erate differently to normal LTE networks by implementing lower data rates for greater
device lifetime. These two technologies, therefore, operate on licensed channels, mean-
ing they are commercial technologies. SigFox is similar to LTE-M and NB-IoT since
it is offered by a private company with devices operating on narrow-band frequency
channels. This means SigFox networks utilise many channels in parallel to attain a
satisfactory throughput. LoRa, alternatively, is combined with another technology Lo-
RaWAN; an open-source technology that operates on free-to-use channels. LoRa itself
also leverages wide-band frequency channels and transmission phenomena to achieve
high network scalability and satisfactory throughput. To clarify, the measure of scala-
bility in this context is the number of nodes that can be viably supported in a given
network. For a node to be considered viably supported, it’s transmissions must be
consistently received and decoded by a network’s base-station.
This study mostly focuses on LoRa and its implementation in a technology known
as LoRaWAN. LoRa itself controls how LoRa devices can transmit signals to other de-
vices with these devices operating on channels that include a wide band of frequencies.
LoRa devices can then be programmed with many parameters to use these channels
intelligently to achieve phenomena, such as parallel transmissions, on a single channel
as shown by Bor, Roedig, Voigt, and Alonso (2016). This transmission phenomenon is
due to a specific and crucially important LoRa parameter called the spreading factor
parameter. This parameter alters how a LoRa device constructs a signal and causes
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colliding signals to be orthogonal to each other and, thus, not interfere. This, there-
fore, creates parallel transmissions on a single channel, with the maximum capability
dependent on how many spreading factors are available.
LoRa devices also have a unique characteristic of being able to transmit signals
that can be received in parallel on the same channel by a given base station. This
contributes to LoRaWAN’s ability to construct large scale networks. While LoRa
provides the hardware, LoRaWAN provides the protocol and architectural design for
private or commercial users to build networks. This includes strict and explicit rules
about how to use LoRaWAN networks and LoRa devices around the world depending
on the given region. LoRaWAN also defines how LoRa devices can be used together
with a base station to form a working LPWAN.
While LoRa and LoRaWAN, as well as other technologies, are promising, they are
in the infantile stages of development and can-not currently fill the potential scala-
bility that could be achieved. The demands of IoT applications are large and these
technologies must scale better than they currently do if IoT is to continue to grow.
This problem of scalability provides a strong motivation for me to research LoRa and
LoRaWAN. Therefore, this chapter will cover my motivation for this problem, the key
aspects of the problem itself, the questions I have to explore, and the goals I wish to
achieve. These sections will be followed by the organisation of the thesis where each
chapter will be summarised.
1.1 The Motivation and the Problem
The key reasons as to why LoRa and LoRaWAN do not currently scale well is due to
their development, many parameters to optimise, and complex transmission collision
relationships. As previously stated, LoRa and LoRaWAN are currently in the infantile
stages of development, and therefore, LoRaWAN itself will likely be adapted in the
future to incorporate more robust methods of constructing networks. This can be
compared to simple Aloha and the changes it went through over-time.
Another impact on the scalability of LoRaWAN networks is the number of param-
eters that LoRa devices can be programmed with. LoRa devices have six parameters
that can be programmed as defined by Semtech (2015) with these being: transmission
power, carrier frequency, channel, spreading factor, bandwidth, and coding rate. For
a LoRaWAN network to scale effectively, all of these parameters must be effectively
optimised for when assigning LoRa devices to a network. Primarily, the transmission
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power, channel, and spreading factor parameters are the most important to assign
correctly. Due to the large optimisation space introduced by the many available pa-
rameters, existing LoRaWAN solutions does not scale well.
This is seen in the complex transmission collision relationships in LoRaWAN net-
works as shown by Reynders, Meert, and Pollin (2017) and Abdelfadeel, Cionca, and
Pesch (2018) that illustrated how many different solutions produced significantly dif-
ferent outcomes. The implications of how LoRa devices are setup have significant
effects on how a network performs and these outcomes are difficult to analyse. There-
fore, there is room for improvement concerning current solutions where new solutions
can be introduced; solutions that are designed with a better understanding of how to
maximise the LoRa device parameters to construct LoRaWAN networks that can scale.
Due to the potential for improvement of these technologies and, as such, a poten-
tially significant impact on the current state of IoT, there is a strong motivation for
me to research this area and push these technologies forward. Improvements in these
areas can open IoT to many more applications and help cities and people cope with the
sheer number of devices that are operating in the modern world. Since IoT is based
on devices, the size of this form of the internet is phenomenally massive and currently,
we do not have adequate solutions to cope with IoT.
Therefore, the overall problem is to improve LoRa and LoRaWAN technologies and
provide a solution that can scale in real-world scenarios. Currently, some solutions
for LoRa and LoRaWAN can scale well but only in ideal scenarios, while others do
not apply to real-world scenarios and only explore the unknown phenomena of this
technology.
The key area I focused on are algorithms for LoRaWAN that can control the trans-
mission parameters of nodes in a network. Effective algorithms can efficiently scale
LoRaWAN networks due to their ability to produce orthogonal transmissions on a sin-
gle channel. Unfortunately, the devices that can operate in a LoRaWAN network have
many adjustable parameters to optimise, which, therefore, introduce a large complexity
scope to optimise. Also included in this problem are complex transmission relationships
that occur due to the transmission power parameter.
Because of my area of focus, I need to explore every aspect of LoRaWAN to un-




Following the explanation of my motivation and the problems that are present for IoT
and LoRaWAN, I have two main research questions that need to be explored to provide
an effective solution for LoRaWAN networks.
A: How do existing solutions perform in terms of scalability? This question
assesses how current solutions scale to then identify benchmark to compare my solutions
against. This question also understands which solutions have a promising direction to
base my research off. By understanding how other solutions perform in terms of their
benefits and disadvantages, I can gain insight into maximising these benefits while
minimising the disadvantages.
B: How and what improvements can be implemented to overcome the scal-
ability problems in existing solutions? This research question assesses the com-
pared solutions further and develops my insights into LoRaWAN solutions to under-
stand how LoRaWAN can be improved. This question will explore the many different
ways LoRaWAN networks can be improved to increase scalability. This will further
and complete the knowledge I require to develop a solution to scale LoRaWAN better.
1.3 Research Goals
Given the above research questions, my goal is to answer these and any other underlying
questions that these lead to. Beginning with research question A, I will begin by
evaluating the relevant existing solutions for comparison. To do so, I will need to
decide on what form of solution I will be researching. Following this, I will need to
be able to measure and compare existing solutions which require me to assess existing
simulators and extend these to meet my research requirements. This will incur further
problems regarding how to implement the existing solutions and accurately verify their
performance.
Research question B follows on from question A but, instead, analyses the compared
solutions and relates their performance to the potential performance of LoRaWAN.
Overall, the goal for research question B is to develop a deep understanding of Lo-
RaWAN networks to consequently understand how current solutions are not operating
as effectively as they could be. By achieving this goal, I can find improvements for Lo-
RaWAN solutions that can overcome their existing scalability problems. This includes
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my identification of the disadvantages or missed aspects of existing solutions that can
then be solved to design a new solution. However, analysing the existing solutions to
find their problems requires a deep understanding of LoRaWAN networks and all of
the transmission collision phenomena that LoRaWAN includes. Therefore, research
question B requires me to explore all the most recent research into LoRaWAN collision
phenomena to understand all of the transmission relationships that occur in a network.
1.4 Organisation of Thesis
Following this chapter, this thesis includes six more chapters that cover aspects relating
to background knowledge, related research, initial experimentation and exploration, my
contribution, further experimentation and testing, and the conclusion. In this section,
I will briefly summarise these chapters.
The flow of these chapters started by initially exploring the background knowledge
required to understand IoT, LoRa, and LoRaWAN, as well as other technologies such
as radio waves. With a thorough background, I started to explore the related research
and assess the scope of this field. Following a comprehensive understanding of how
LoRaWAN has already been explored and had solutions created, I began my exploration
using simulations to fill in knowledge gaps and to identify my thought process. This
assisted me in constructing my solution as a contribution and to then test it against
other solutions. After all of these chapters is a conclusion.
Background. The Background chapter covers several key topics required to under-
stand later chapters and concepts such as my contribution. Firstly, the Background
chapter begins by introducing LoRa in detail which relates to the hardware used in
LoRaWAN networks. This covers the understanding of how LoRa devices transmit sig-
nals and why it is effective. Following this, LoRaWAN is introduced and relates to the
network protocol and logic that is implemented, and also covers how the LoRa devices
are utilised. After introducing the two key technologies to my research, I then intro-
duce the other IoT technologies that compete with LoRaWAN commercially for IoT
applications. With a brief background on related technologies to LoRa and LoRaWAN,
I cover the two simulators I assessed to carry out my research.
Related LoRaWAN work. With a firm understanding of the required background
knowledge, I explored the relevant research relating to scaling LoRa and LoRaWAN.
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This chapter covers many academic papers and can be split into two key segments.
The first key segment focuses on how the related works explored the capabilities of
LoRaWAN networks through simulation or real experiments. This segment is then
split into many sections detailing specific concepts that were explored when research-
ing LoRaWAN. The second key segment focuses on the different solutions the related
research applied to LoRa and LoRaWAN to achieve different types of improvements
over native LoRaWAN. Each section in this segment covers a different solution and
details the logic of each solution as well as my insight.
LoRaWAN: Initial Exploration. After understanding how the related works ex-
plored LoRaWAN, created solutions, and then applied these solutions, I proceeded to
explore LoRaWAN with a series of experiments to fill in any gaps in my understanding.
This chapter functions to prove or answer any questions I had from my insights from
the previous chapter in three key segments. The first segment explores a series of basic
metrics for LoRaWAN, such as potential transmission distances for different parame-
ter combinations. The second key segment covers the two different collision models I
assessed during my research. The third key segment compares a selection of the initial
LoRaWAN solutions that I explored, as well as analysing them to find their problems
with scalability.
Fair Allocation of Transmission Parameters. This chapter includes the inspira-
tion for my contribution, Fair Allocation of Transmission Parameters for LoRaWAN
(FATP), the conceptual problems to overcome to create my solution, as well as the
components that contribute to FATP. This chapter begins by explaining the ideology
and logic that forms the basis of FATP as well as detailing where this ideology began.
The beginning sections also explain the problems in how this ideology has been previ-
ously implemented. This then leads to my initial interpretation of the overall problem
that needs to be solved to best scale LoRaWAN networks. With an understanding of
how to scale LoRaWAN using an ideology of fairness, this chapter describes FATP and
how it works.
LoRaWAN: Testing My Contribution. This chapter functions to compare my
solution against the current solutions for LoRaWAN. This chapter makes several com-
parisons between FATP and other solutions, itemising the key aspects being assessed.
These aspects are the Data Extraction Rate (DER), the fairness of parameter assign-
ment, and energy consumption. These three key aspects and comparisons are then
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discussed in their respective conclusions. This chapter also includes all of the conclu-
sive information from my contribution to the metrics deemed most important when
assessing a solution’s impact on a network.
Conclusion. This is a short chapter that summarises the information presented in
this thesis. It primarily outlines the general work I have undertaken, encapsulates how
my solution FATP functions, and then concludes the results from comparing FATP to
other solutions. Following the summary, there is a future works section which highlights




This chapter will cover the fundamental knowledge required to understand later chap-
ters. I will discuss the technologies LoRa and LoRaWAN in greater detail and the
simulators I considered to research with. After covering LoRa and LoRaWAN, I will
compare them to other IoT technologies to summarise their differences. With LoRa, I
will start by covering the parameters offered by LoRa end-devices and then move on
to how LoRaWAN utilises a LoRa device.
2.1 LoRa
LoRa and LoRaWAN are used in conjunction as an Internet of Things technology,
with LoRa being a technology-based around a specific modulation technique for radio
waves. This means that a LoRaWAN network can be constructed using LoRa devices
to transmit messages within the network. In this section, I will detail what LoRa is
and what makes it unique when compared to other LPWAN technologies.
LoRa is a special modulation technique with an emphasis on long-range transmis-
sions while also using low power transmitting. To cover the technical aspects of what
LoRa is, I will refer to the reports Semtech (2013) and Semtech (2015) written by the
company Semtech which builds the hardware for LoRa. I will also cover other tech-
nologies relevant to LoRa and LoRaWAN that hold similarities in the applications they
are applied to. This gives a better understanding of what these technologies are, the
problems they attempt to solve, and the current problems that LoRa and LoRaWAN
are yet to overcome.
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2.1.1 What is LoRa?
LoRa is a proprietary spread spectrum modulation technique derived from the chirp
spread spectrum (CSS) modulation technique and is, therefore, a technique imple-
mented in the physical layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. Chirp
spread spectrum modulation is a form of spread spectrum modulation that encodes a
signal over a wider range of frequencies than required. This can be done in two forms:
wide-band direct sequencing; and narrow-band frequency hopping. Wide-band direct
sequencing is the method used by LoRa. It is when a signal is encoded over a sequen-
tial set of frequencies. Narrow-band frequency hopping is the method of encoding a










Figure 2.1: How a Chirp is formed, Grilo (2018), where the y-axis represents amplitude
and the x-axis represents time.
Chirp stands for Compressed High Intensity Radar Pulse. Figure 2.1 shows a Chirp
signal of increasing frequency being generated with a change of amplitude between 1
and -1. This frequency of amplitude change or oscillation represents the frequency at
which a signal is transmitting. If the frequency of amplitude change is static then the
signal will be at a constant frequency but if this oscillation rate changes over time
then the frequency of the signal will change. Employing this fact to change a signal’s




• LoRa Symbols: upchirps and downchirps
• Each symbol encodes SF bits
• Jump in the frequency represents the modulated symbol.
Prof. António grilo    https://fenix.Tecnico.Ulisboa.Pt/homepage/ist14017    RMSF - 2018
Figure 2.2: A series of chirps forming transmission, Grilo (2018)
LoRa uses this to create linear chirps by increasing or decreasing a signal’s frequency
at a linear rate. Figure 2.2 illustrates multiple linear chirps with them either having
a positive or negative change in frequency over time. A positive change in frequency
over time represents an up chirp while the opposite represents a down chirp. Utilising
a linear chirp allows for Lora to transmit over long distances due to a linear chirps
noise-resistant characteristics. Because a linear chirp uses the entire bandwidth with
a linear nature, it becomes easily distinguishable from noise, even when the signal is
weak. This is due to the fact that noise is not linear.
A transmission can be created using this technology by combining multiple chirps to
represent data, since each chirp can be interpreted as a symbol and, therefore, a value.
The work by Phung, Tran, Nguyen, Huong, and Nguyen (2018) has shown that this is
a robust transmission technology with the ability to successfully decode transmissions
at up to −20dB below the noise floor. Figure 2.2 shows a LoRa transmission with four
preamble chirps then two down chirps to indicate the end of the preamble portion of
the transmission. This is then followed by the desired data. The last four chirps (or
symbols) all start at varying frequencies indicating a specifically-encoded symbol.
2.1.2 Link Budget and LoRa’s benefits
One primary benefit of LoRa is the general robustness against degradation mechanisms
that commonly affect transmissions and hinder the ability to decode a transmission at
a given base station. This is due to the corruption of transmissions from these degra-
dation mechanisms with some degradation mechanisms that LoRa is robust against as
stated by Semtech (2015) being:
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• Multipath: A phenomenon when a transmitted signal arrives at a receiver from
multiple paths.
• Fading: The variation of how a signal’s power degrades.
• Doppler effect: Shifts in the receiver frequency pattern due to a moving trans-
mitter or receiver.
• Jamming: Blocking of transmissions through interference.
This robustness allows LoRa to have a large link budget as illustrated by the prior
fact of how transmissions can be received below the noise floor. The link budget is the
measure of all the gains and losses from a transceiver over the propagation channel to
the desired receiver. Measuring a link budget can be equated with Equation 2.1 and
can allow one to calculate the expected received power of a transmission at the receiver
end.
PRx = PTx +GSystem − LSystem − LChannel −M (2.1)
• PRx (dBm): Expected received power.
• PTx (dBm): Transmitted power.
• GSystem (dB): Gains from the system (transmitter and receiver gains).
• LSystem (dB): Losses from the system (transmitter and receiver gains).
• LChannel (dB): Losses from the channel.
• M (dB): Fading margin.
While the link budget can be calculated between a gateway and a node, the sen-
sitivity of a transmission can also be calculated and compared to the link budget to
estimate whether a transmission can be decoded or not. Equation 2.2 shows how to
calculate the sensitivity of a LoRa transmission and in the following sections, I will
cover the parameters that impact the variables of this equation and the sensitivity of
LoRa transmissions.
S = −174 + 10 log10BW +NF + SNR (2.2)
• S (dB): Sensitivity, the required link budget for a transmission to be decoded.
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• −174 (dB): The thermal noise at room temperature.
• BW (MHz): Bandwidth of a transmission.
• NF (dB): Noise due to hardware implementation.
• SNR (dB): Signal to noise ratio, represents the impact of the spreading factor.
The sensitivity for a given transmission represents a value that the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) must be stronger than to be successfully decoded. The RSSI
can be calculated by subtracting the path loss for a transmission from the transmitted
power. This calculation is related to the link budget with it being a simplified version.
2.1.3 LoRa Parameters
Transmission Power. The transmission power parameter, although one of the sim-
pler parameters to define, can create complex problems when considering colliding
transmissions. Simply put, the transmission power parameter defines how much power
a device will transmit a signal with and directly impacts the maximum range at which
a transmission can be successfully decoded. The transmission power parameter also
affects how much power a device uses when transmitting, therefore, a device can trade
power use for distance. This makes the transmission power parameter a parameter to
optimise for a LoRaWAN device.
This parameter is also involved in some interesting relationships such as the capture
effect, as described by Leentvaar and Flint (1976), where the stronger of two collid-
ing signals can be decoded depending on the difference in transmission power. This
phenomenon introduces further complexity to optimising this parameter.
Spreading Factor (SF). The spreading factor parameter is the most important
parameter to cover regarding LoRa modulation because it is one of the reasons why
LoRa transmissions are unique. Since LoRa modulation occurs across a wide-band
of frequencies, it typically offers only a few channels when compared to other tech-
nologies that use other modulation techniques such as differential binary phase shift
keying (DBPSK). The lack of channels due to LoRa’s modulation technique provides
a challenge for LoRa devices to overcome but the spreading factor parameter allows
devices to make up for this weakness. This parameter allows base stations to receive
transmissions in parallel on the same channel. This is because parallel transmissions
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using different spreading factors are theoretically orthogonal to each other and will not
collide.
The spreading factor parameter is also a key aspect to a LoRa devices transmission
technique known as the spread spectrum modulation technique. This modulation tech-
nique that is primarily controlled by this parameter is what allows LoRa transmissions
to be robust and is represented by the SNR factor in Equation 2.2.
The reason why the spreading factor parameter can create orthogonal transmission
is due to how it encodes bits into a symbol. A chirp is made up of multiple chips
and a bit is encoded using multiple chips. Therefore, a chirp can represent one or
multiple bits. How many bits a chirp represents is dependent on the spreading factor;
for example, a spreading factor of seven will encode seven bits into a chirp while a
spreading factor of twelve will encode twelve bits into a chirp.
Equation 2.3 shows the relationship between the number of chips, number of bits,
and spreading factor where one can calculate how many chirps are required to encode
n bits. This relationship shows how significant of an impact the spreading factor has
on how many chips encode a bit considering 2SF . For example, one bit at a spreading




• Rc = Number of chips.
• SF = Spreading Factor.
• Rb = Number of bits.
The spreading factor of a transmission is very important because every time there
is an increase in the spreading factor, you gain one more bit of data in a chirp but
double the amount of chips being encoded. This doubles the transmission time of the
chirp for each increase in spreading factor as shown by Equation 2.4. This change in
transmission time has two main effects for LoRa devices; the first being that signals
become orthogonal to each other due to the different chirp lengths, and the second
being that a signal at a higher spreading factor is more robust against interference
from noise. The second point is because the amount of time a chirp is transmitted over
(this is determined by the spreading factor parameter) impacts the Signal to Noise
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Ratio (SNR). By using a higher spreading factor for transmissions, more signal can be





• TSym (ms): Time to send one symbol.
• SF : Spreading Factor.
• BW (kHz): Bandwidth.
Bandwidth. The bandwidth parameter represents the bandwidth a LoRa device
will transmit its signals over, representing the range of frequencies its transmission
uses. Equation 2.2 shows that the bandwidth directly affects receiver sensitivity due
to its impact on the set of frequencies being used, as such, the amount of noise be-
ing introduced. While an initial assessment would find that transmitting on a larger
bandwidth introduces more noise which is not desired, doing so increases the chirp
rate and consequently, the data rate of a LoRa device. This is because a key aspect of
LoRa modulation is that the chip rate for a LoRa device is equal to the programmed
bandwidth.
LoRa Modulation sends signals at a chip rate equivalent to the bandwidth to keep
the length of time to send a chirp across different bandwidths the same. Due to this
fact, the only method to change the transmission time of a chirp is to adjust the
bandwidth parameter. As an example, if a device transmits on a 500kHz bandwidth,
the chip rate will be 500kcps while a LoRa device would transmit at a rate of 125kcps
on a 125kHz channel.
Equation 2.4 defines how to calculate the transmission time for a symbol where
2SF represents the number of chips to transmit one bit for a given spreading factor.
Overall, the bandwidth parameter can be used to adjust a signal’s transmission time
while also adjusting how much noise there is and, therefore, affecting the sensitivity
for a given transmission.
Coding Rate The coding rate is another important parameter that can affect a
signal’s transmission time as well as its robustness against interference. The coding
rate parameter is a part of LoRa’s Forward Error Correction capabilities and is applied
by encoding 4-bit data as either 5, 6, 7, or 8-bit data.
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For a fixed spreading factor the influence of bandwidth on the resulting time on air and sensitivity are shown in the 
table below for a 10 byte payload packet: 
 
Table 3. Influence of BW on Time on Air and Sensitivity (CR=2, SF=10) 
BW Time on air [ms] Sensitivity [dBm] 
125 264.2 -132 
250 132.1 -129 
500 66 -126 
 
Examination of the basic design criterion of bandwidth and spreading factor allow quick evaluation of the suitability 
of LoRa for a given application. However, to optimize design performance there are other design criteria that must 
also be considered.  
 
3 Advanced LoRa Design Parameters 
In addition to the use of spreading factor and bandwidth there are other design variables that the designer must 
consider when implementing a LoRa radio link. These are of particular importance when optimizing the robustness 
to interference and time on air of the LoRa transmission. 
3.1 Forward Error Correction 
The LoRa modem also employs a form of Forward Error Correction (FEC) that permits the recovery of bits of 
information due to corruption by interference. This requires a small overhead of additional encoding of the data in 
the transmitted packet. Depending upon the coding rate selected, the additional robustness attained in the presence 
of thermal noise alone is shown in the family of curves below. 
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Figure 2.3: Sensitivity as a Function of Code Rate, Semtech (2013)
This method of forward error correction allows bits to be recovered in the event of
corruption due to interference and, under normal circumstances, this gives a consistent
boost against noise as shown by Figure 2.3. As noted by Semtech (2013), this method
of forward error correction is most effective against bursts of interference.
2.2 LoRaWAN
The LoRaWAN specification defined by LoRa Alliance, Inc (2017b) is responsible for
the Data Link layer of the OSI model and therefore links LoRa to the network layer.
LoRaWAN is the protocol that dictates how LoRa devices (or other compatible devices)
should operate in a LoRaWAN network. LoRaWAN defines that a network must be
made up of nodes that fit certain device class categories and form a star of stars topology
as shown by Figure 2.4. This topology features five nodes around a gateway (sink-
node/base-station) forming a star topology that can be connected to other networks
through a backhaul network using technologies such as Wi-Fi or cellular networks. This





 = Other Stars
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 = Backhaul network
Figure 2.4: LoRaWAN network example showing a star topology
LoRaWAN functions similarly to the pure Aloha technology designed by Abramson
(1970) where nodes simply transmit when they have data to send. Both the LoRaWAN
networks in this study and pure Aloha do not perform any channel sensing techniques
such as checking for traffic or using time-slots to dictate when a node can transmit
(Some LoRaWAN networks can perform these techniques). Like simple Aloha, Lo-
RaWAN defines that nodes must transmit to a gateway using single-hop transmissions
and LoRaWAN also supports bi-directional communication between nodes and a given
gateway.
One of the differences between LoRaWAN and similar technologies is the specifica-
tion of device classes where LoRaWAN specifies how LoRa specific parameters can be
used depending on the given network’s region. I will cover these topics in the following
sections while also covering how a LoRaWAN network manages itself using its native
Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) Scheme.
2.2.1 Device Classes
LoRaWAN defines three classes (A, B, and C) for nodes to adhere to, with each class
having increasing levels of capability as shown by San Cheong, Bergs, Hawinkel, and
Famaey (2017).
• Class A: In sleep mode most of the time, only waking to transmit information.
The server can only contact a node after a node has transmitted.
• Class B: This class extends Class A by being able to schedule transmissions into
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time-slots with the server due to having an internal clock that synchronises with
gateway beacons.
• Class C: Extends Class A further by always having the receive window open
(always awake). Very power-intensive and most likely has a mains power source.
Typically LoRaWAN networks utilise class A nodes but have the option to use class
B and C nodes. These class distinctions function to classify nodes but also to form
rules for what capabilities a node must support to fit within a class. For example, a
class C node is the most capable and must be able to meet any requirement dictated
by all classes while a class A node must only meet the class A requirements.
Most LoRaWAN networks use Class A nodes because of their more favourable
applications shown by Lavric and Popa (2017). This is because of their much lower
cost and energy consumption which suits the potential Internet of Things applications
for LoRaWAN. Using Class B or C nodes is very power-intensive and also costs more
per device in comparison. Therefore, class B or C devices are typically used for different
applications than the ones detailed in this study.
2.2.2 LoRa Parameters defined by LoRaWAN
I previously covered what programmable parameters LoRa devices have but LoRaWAN
stipulates limitations on these parameters depending on the global region of network
operation. These ranges are specific to each region as given by LoRa Alliance, Inc
(2017a). Here, I will give the full ranges offered by LoRaWAN and then note the
regional differences.
LoRa parameters defined by LoRaWAN:
• Transmission Power (TP): This parameter may be set between 2 and 30dBm in
2dBm steps.
• Carrier Frequency (CF): This is the centre frequency that a node transmits on.
• Channel Selection: LoRa nodes can be assigned a list of channels to use.
• Spreading Factor (SF): The spreading factor parameter can be programmed with
six values ranging from SF7 to SF12.
• Bandwidth (BW): This can be set to either 125kHz, 250kHz, or 500kHz.
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• Coding Rate (CR): This parameter can be set to either 4/5, 4/6, 4/7, 4/8.
LoRa Alliance, Inc (2017a) defines many regions but, since my later simulations
focus on the European region, I will highlight the differences between the above pa-
rameter definitions and how these are enforced in Europe. Europe operates in the
863-870MHz ISM band which controls how nodes can operate and how many channels
are offered. This frequency band and region also enforces a duty cycle on nodes. The
duty cycle controls how often a device can transmit to avoid congestion for LoRaWAN
networks especially if multiple networks are operating on the same area. The duty cy-
cle limitations for Europe are enforced at 0.1%, 1.0%, and 10.0% depending on which
channel devices are operating on. For example, if a device is transmitting on a channel
with a 1.0% duty cycle, then that node can transmit for 1 time unit every 100 time
units.
This rule only applies to the individual node in this scenario and does not impact
other nodes in the network. This rule also does not impact the scenario node from
transmitting on other channels if the current transmission will exceed the duty cycle
restrictions on an already operated on channel. This is unlike the USA region which
enforces a maximum dwell time. A maximum dwell time is the maximum amount of
time a node can transmit on a given channel. If a channel enforces a maximum dwell
time of 400ms then a node’s transmission can not exceed this time limit before having
to switch to another channel. Although, this does not prevent a node from transmitting
repeated messages on the same channel that take less than the maximum dwell time.
LoRaWAN enforces the LoRa parameter ranges through data rates that can be
applied to nodes in a network. These data rates specify a combination of parameters
a node must to use and, by extension, a specific data rate. For the European region,
these data rates allow for each transmission power to be combined with each spreading
factor allowing for maximum optimisation of nodes since other regions stop certain
parameter combinations. The only parameter restriction on nodes operating in Europe
is a restriction on the transmission power range. Devices operating in Europe can only
transmit with a power range between 2dB and 14dB which offers a significantly lower
maximum transmission power than the USA region of 30dB.
2.2.3 Adaptive Data Rate Scheme
LoRaWAN infrastructure, while being able to accommodate nodes that use LoRa and
frequency-shift keying (FSK) transmissions, can also self manage the parameters of
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LoRa nodes in a network to maintain network efficiency using native optimisation
schemes. This native scheme implemented in LoRaWAN is the adaptive data rate
(ADR) scheme and is an optional capability nodes can request. While nodes can
adjust their data rates and transmission power to increase their RSSI and sensitivity
when transmissions are being lost, the ADR scheme can adjust the transmission power
and data rate of nodes to decrease their RSSI to reduce transmission time. This occurs
when the ADR scheme detects excessive RSSI compared to what is required for a node’s
transmission to be received. This scheme aims to optimise the data rates and energy
consumption of nodes when viable to reduce transmission airtime and increase node
lifetime.
For example, if a node is transmitting with the data rate SF12BW125 (spreading
factor 12, bandwidth 125kHz), but its transmissions would be decoded with safe margin
at a data rate of SF9BW125, then the ADR scheme can change its data rate to this.
Since LoRaWAN focuses around low energy use, the first data rate uses significantly
more energy and has a longer airtime than the second data rate and, in terms of
LoRaWAN’s ADR’s focus, the second data rate is better.
This ADR scheme is a simple mechanic and is optional since it does have potential
drawbacks. Depending on the given scenario of a LoRaWAN network, it can perform
non-optimally since it does not account for spreading factor congestion or for phenom-
ena such as the capture effect. This can lead to changes in a network that will increase
the collision probability for groups of nodes and potentially increase energy use through
the addition of re-transmissions.
2.3 LoRa and LoRaWAN compared to other IoT so-
lutions
Fundamentally LoRa and LoRaWAN work together as a solution for some of the prob-
lems the Internet of Things (IoT) introduces. An IoT network is an internet formed by
the networking of nodes as opposed to the long-established Internet of People where
all services aimed to link people. This new era of the internet brings many problems,
with one of them being how to connect all of these nodes.
This problem requires different solutions to how we connect people because there
is not only a potential for more devices to exist than people, but the demands for
efficiency, adaptability, and costs are stricter. The types of devices being connected
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through IoT hardware and the types of information being collected differentiates to
the networks that have been constructed to connect people. Typically, the solutions
that have been presented to solve the problems for the internet of people centre around
effective scalability while also producing very high data throughput. This typically
leads to very high energy consumption and great hardware costs. IoT problems on the
other hand do not require such high levels of data throughput in terms of data rate and
also demand a smaller cost per node in a network. Therefore, new types of hardware
that can transmit signals using different methods are being developed and this results-
in new solutions needing to be produced to scale this hardware as much as possible to
meet the scalability demands.
Table 2.1 lists several IoT technologies that I assessed and details the two initial key
variables I looked at for each technology, with these being the maximum potential range
and data rates for the given technologies. I reviewed these sources: de Carvalho Silva,
Rodrigues, Alberti, Solic, and Aquino (2017), Nolan, Guibene, and Kelly (2016), Au-
gustin, Yi, Clausen, and Townsley (2016), Anupriya, Yomas, and Jubin (2015), and
Ray (2015) to generate the following information when comparing the aforementioned
Internet of Things technologies.
Table 2.1: Comparative details from assessed IoT technologies
802.11ah DASH7 Weightless-P Weightless-N SigFox LoRaWAN
Range (km) 1 5 2 3 30 15
Data Rate (kbit/s) 346666 166.67 100 0.1 0.1 100
In terms of maximum transmission distance, only one technology directly compares
to LoRaWAN with this being SigFox. Weightless is another technology that is often
compared to LoRaWAN and SigFox due to its comparable real-life applications. From
a product perspective, when looking at an outcome, all three of these technologies
are very similar while implementing different technologies. Each solution has some
variation of data rate and node capacity as well as versatility.
From a business point of view, Sigfox is the most different since it is a closed system.
Sigfox is only offered in specific areas for commercial use while LoRaWAN is an open-
source technology and can be used by anyone who can buy the hardware. Because
Sigfox is controlled by a private business and not a committee (like LoRaWAN and the
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LoRa Alliance), it is harder to create individual solutions for existing problems or to
adapt the technology for specific applications.
From a technical stand point, all three of these technologies aim to create LPWAN
while Sigfox and Weightless are different from LoRaWAN due to their use of a differ-
ent modulation technique and hardware. This means that both of these technologies
use ultra narrow channels, therefore, offering many channels for nodes to use when
transmitting. This utilisation of many channels is different from LoRaWAN’s use of
the spreading factor parameter to create logical channels within one channel. For
Weightless, due to the hardware being used, there can often be link budget issues with
downlink transmissions from the base station to end devices, creating instability.
Overall, the most comparable technologies in the long-distance LPWAN realm are
Sigfox and LoRaWAN due to their stability and capabilities. With Sigfox being based
in the commercial industry, it is not as readily adaptable for any solution or future
problems. LoRaWAN offers a broad acceptance of hardware and a base level of com-
munication between nodes for prospective users and researchers to build on as they
require.
2.4 Simulators
To build a LoRaWAN network and experiment with parameters that would satisfy
my research requirements, a lot of hardware would be needed and it would be too
expensive. Therefore, for my research, I needed an accurate extendable simulator to
quickly and effectively simulate LoRaWAN networks. To validate simulators, I found
a list of potential options then researched their uses in other papers.
This resulted in two potential simulators, FLoRa and LoRaSim, with FLoRa being
used and developed by Slabicki, Premsankar, and Di Francesco (2018) and LoRaSim
being used by Voigt, Bor, Roedig, and Alonso (2016), Farooq and Pesch (2018), and
Cesana, Redondi, and Ortìn (2018). This section will list the key details I assessed
when choosing between the two simulators for my experiments.
2.4.1 FLoRa
FLoRa, developed by Mariusz Slabicki (2018), is a framework for LoRa that uses
the OMNet++ framework, as OMNet++ is a discrete event based simulator. FLoRa
implements the full physical layer and MAC layer while allowing modular creation
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of LoRaWAN networks. Therefore, for each object in a LoRaWAN network (node,
gateway, server, etc.), there is a module to represent it; each module interacts with
each other individually to represent a true network. FLoRa has also implemented
many features such as the capture effect to provide an out-of-the-box, valid simulation
experience.
FLoRa’s modular object-orientated architecture provides a very accurate represen-
tation of all the interactions that would occur in a LoRaWAN network with the right
time sequence. This intricate framework makes it difficult to quickly extend and adapt
the simulator for specific requirements unless you are very familiar with OMNet++
and FLoRa. Due to FLoRa’s network accuracy, it also provides very extensive feed-
back of statistics when simulating. This can be useful and provides much of the desired
information to quickly understand LoRaWAN.
Overall, FLoRa is a very thorough LoRaWAN simulator and could be used very
effectively for my research but FLoRa also presents a steep learning curve to become
proficient with. This heavily impacts the time required to adapt it and implement new
features or experiments.
2.4.2 LoRaSim
LoRaSim, developed by Thiemo Voigt (2016), is another discrete event based simula-
tor that uses the SimPy framework to handle interactions. LoRaSim focuses around
implementing collision models of a LoRaWAN network while relying on SimPy for its
device-to-device interaction time accuracy. With the use of SimPy and implemented
collision models, LoRaSim focuses on when a collision will occur by comparing statistics
such as transmission timestamps and transmission air-times.
This method of simulation means that while FLoRa simulates every process of a
LoRaWAN network, LoRaSim does not simulate every aspect and purely focuses on
when a device is meant to be transmitting and when the transmission should arrive
at a gateway. From this point, it can check what other transmissions will also exist
in this time frame and then enforce the implemented collision models. Unlike FLoRa,
there is no implementation of each of the hardware modules in a LoRaWAN network,
only a representation of the end devices and their transmissions.
This simpler focus on what LoRaWAN components are required to generate network
metrics simplifies the implementation significantly. Because of this, LoRaSim is light
on implemented features out of the box but provides a good and easy framework to
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extend for a user to implement their own desired LoRaWAN simulator. This lighter
framework also allows simulations to run quicker which is useful for experimenting with
large networks over multiple days.
2.4.3 Conclusion
To choose a simulator for my study and following experiments, I made Table 2.2 to
compare the key aspects of each simulator as a list of benefits and disadvantages. Over-
all, this table summarises that FLoRa is a more extensive simulator when compared
to LoRaSim and is great if it already provides every feature and metric you require.
LoRaSim instead offers a significantly more flexible framework that is adaptable to the
custom requirements of an individual.
Table 2.2: Pros and Cons of assessed simulators
FLoRa LoRaSim
Pros
modular network construction simple framework for extension
full network representation fast simulator
time accurate interactions smaller learning curve
thorough metric feedback easy to adapt
feature full simulator
Cons
complex source code featureless simulator
steep learning curve no full network representation
long run time no guarantee of all metrics
minor use in academic papers
After reviewing FLoRa and LoRaSim, I decided to use LoRaSim. This was because
LoRaSim was simpler, provided ease of use when extending or implementing network
ideas, provided valid results, and had been used across more academic papers. If my
work was more about ensuring each interaction in a network was fully accurate then
FLoRa could be the better choice. An example of this is in security and privacy research




LoRaWAN is a new technology, meaning its applications are in the infantile stages of
development and are being improved on many fronts. Many aspects of LoRaWAN,
such as the ADR scheme, are currently implemented with basic logic and are being
researched to try to make LoRaWAN scale better. This applies to aspects such as
parameter assigning algorithms or MAC layer improvements like transmission schedul-
ing. Therefore, this chapter will cover the related literature that researches LoRaWAN,
with the literature being split into two key categories.
The first key category is the scaling category and contains relevant literature that is
purely focused on how to scale LoRaWAN and also includes the phenomena discovered
when scaling these networks. The second key category is the optimising category and
contains relevant literature that centres around applying solutions and improvements
to optimise the scalability or other aspects of LoRaWAN. These categorisations assisted
my exploration of LoRaWAN since the first key category allowed me to think of the
literature as a method of understanding LoRaWAN as a technology and to discover
the flaws or gaps in the technology. The second key category helped me understand
how potential solutions are developed to solve problems with LoRaWAN applications.
3.1 Scaling LoRaWAN
Scaling LoRaWAN in a useful and relevant way is a difficult problem to approach
depending on many variables, such as the region you are based in and the application
requirements. For my research focus, LoRaWAN’s scalability is related to the maximum
number of nodes that can be viably supported in a LoRaWAN network. For a node to
be viably supported, it must be operating with an acceptable average data extraction
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rate (DER). This can also be converted to a measure of the total throughput of data in
a network as well if a network is being simulated with fewer nodes but a smaller average
inter-packet arrival time. As a universal description, this focus is centred around the
maximum traffic capacity a LoRaWAN network can viably sustain.
The difficulties in scaling LoRaWAN primarily centre around the large number of
parameters that can be assigned to nodes, which add extra dimensions to optimise
when finding the optimal parameter sets for all nodes in a network. This problem then
grows in difficulty when optimising parameters such as the spreading factor and trans-
mission power parameters since these significantly change the transmission capabilities
of a node. Due to these complexities and that LoRaWAN is a new technology, not
many effective solutions exist and most solutions do not factor in most of the complex
relationships between node parameters and collision events.
In terms of actually scaling LoRaWAN to assess its scaling nature and collision
phenomenon, there are other difficulties relating to what a realistic application for
LoRaWAN and its requirements look like. Key aspects for these networks are hard to
find in related literature since what is desired for LoRaWAN networks is not currently
possible (due to scalability problems) and most networks are being researched at a level
of what is currently possible.
Therefore, in the following sections, I will cover a range of LoRaWAN solutions that
show many of the different ways this technology can be applied or adapted to try and
solve existing problems. These solutions, while showing the diversity of LoRaWAN,
will also highlight the problems with scaling LoRaWAN to then construct a realistic
view of this technology. These problems will cover the quirks imposed by the legal
requirements of LoRaWAN, the realistic outcome versus the theoretical expectation of
perfect orthogonality, the underlying nature of how LoRaWAN scales, and the problems
with how existing solutions are implemented.
The following sections will also follow the logical flow of how I researched LoRaWAN
and came to understand the intricacies that it presents. That is, I will begin by dis-
cussing real problems where LoRaWAN has been applied to show the extent of how
it functions currently. I will then cover the exponential decay of network effectiveness
showing the nature of LoRaWAN’s scalability. With an understanding of LoRaWAN’s
scalability nature, I will then cover the different types of configurations and solutions
that can be applied, which will then lead to the quirks of LoRaWAN. The main fea-
tures of LoRaWAN that I cover are imperfect orthogonality of the spreading factor
parameter, the impact of multiple channels, the duty cycle and its limiting potential,
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LoRaWAN’s channel capacity nature, and the differences of multi-gateway networks.
These features will be covered in this order in the following sections.
3.1.1 Real Applications
The first aspect to understand is how LoRaWAN is currently being applied to real
problems. Since LoRaWAN is a new technology, many of the current applications are
not operating near their theoretical scalability limits but instead are being limited to
what current solution can achieve. For example, Ahlers, Driscoll, Kraemer, Anthonisen,
and Krogstie (2016) show a network applied in a busy city where gas emissions are
measured from multiple points. This application while not requiring many active end
nodes within a network, requires a large distance to be covered with varying distances
between end nodes. This leverages LoRaWAN’s high transmission distance and packet
resistance techniques.
Davcev, Mitreski, Trajkovic, Nikolovski, and Koteli (2018) implemented a Lo-
RaWAN network to monitor crops for details such as soil temperature and moisture
levels. Monitoring crops opens up possibilities for more end nodes and clusters of nodes
widely spaced out. This can create groups of nodes based on the RSSI and their ge-
ographical location and require a smart parameter assigning algorithm to help with
congestion.
Shyr, Lin, and Feng (2017) use LoRaWAN to measure energy consumption across
different buildings on a campus. This type of network has the potential for great
variation within itself since one could measure the energy consumption at a gross level
with a few nodes per building, or measure at a much finer level and have many nodes
per building. For example, a network could be set up to measure the overall energy
consumption per building or a network could be set up to measure each point of energy
consumption within a building and across many buildings. Either way, a network like
this would, at least, have consistently high traffic and a small inter packet arrival due
to the nature of data being captured.
The large range of LoRaWAN applications can require entirely different transmis-
sion distances, node counts, packet rates and end-device lifetimes. These factors impact
how one would scale LoRaWAN to gain statistics on the capabilities of LoRaWAN net-
works and, because of this, many papers that research this area often produce optimistic
results or do not explain what scenarios the information would fit to. This leads to the
nature of LoRaWAN’s scalability, being an exponential decrease in ability as nodes are
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added to a network.
3.1.2 Exponential Decay
The following section analyses the core scaling nature of LoRaWAN networks. This
scaling nature is an exponential decay in the measured average DER as a network is
scaled. Regardless of what values are assigned to the LoRaWAN network parameters
(node counts, inter packet arrival time and such), the average DER of the network
as the node count increases or the inter packet arrival time decreases will decrease
at an inverse exponential rate. This is because adding additional nodes to a network
or reducing the inter packet arrival times for nodes will increase the overall network
traffic. These changes will then cause an increase in collision probability for attempted
transmissions. I have, therefore, labelled this section exponential decay to reflect these
phenomena and will review the papers that provide this insight.
Georgiou and Raza (2017) provide an excellent starting point to understand how
LoRaWAN scales regardless of the type of application since rather than attempting to
scale a LoRaWAN application, they looked at collision probabilities. This is a smart
approach since this analyses the core nature of scalability through the lens of collision
probabilities and removes variables that are not fully understood. For example, if a
network has a parameter assigning algorithm that is very ineffective, then analysing
the DER metrics while scaling a network may not provide accurate insights.
There are two key findings found by Georgiou and Raza (2017) that underpin any
scaling attempts for LoRaWAN. The first key finding is that LoRaWAN applications
are interference limited as opposed to noise limited. This first finding means that what
will limit LoRaWAN’s scaling capability is collisions from other transmissions and not
the transmission medium itself. This is because, as previously covered, LoRaWAN and
LoRa device transmissions can achieve great distances and typically meet the distance
requirements for a given application. Therefore, a LoRaWAN’s network capacity will
not be limited by the noise introduced by the transmission medium since most Lo-
RaWAN applications do not require LoRa devices to operate beyond their physical
capabilities.
The second finding was that LoRaWAN’s scaling ability diminishes at an inverse
exponential rate as the node count increases in relation with DER. This second finding
means that, initially, as the node count increases, there is a rapid reduction in network
effectiveness, but this eventually plateaus out. Also, due to the rapid reduction in
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network effectiveness, LoRaWAN networks quickly degrade below an acceptable level
of DER (DER > 90%) when scaling the node count. This causes the network to
plateau at DERs below 50% which is well below acceptable. An example of this can
be seen in Figure 3.1.
Georgiou and Raza (2017) show the general trend of how any LoRaWAN system will
scale based on collisions. This means that any LoRaWAN system will scale following the
same trend of exponential decay. The rate of this decrease or where the DER plateau
is will depend on the how the LoRaWAN system is implemented. This implementation
factor relates to the number and inter packet arrival time of nodes since these are the
two main shared factors across networks that impact overall throughput. This creates
a balance to maintain between node capacity and inter packet arrival time, where
exchanging one for the other can change the plateau point and rate of DER decrease.
Figure 3.1: Two LoRaWAN networks at different Duty Cycles
Figure 3.1 shows the DER decay of two different networks, with one operating at
a 1% Duty Cycle and the other at 10%, with both networks using an RSSI based
algorithm for assigning parameters. Both networks show strong rates of DER decrease
while eventually plateauing, with the 10% duty cycle network showing the core nature
more effectively. An important aspect to note is that a typical LoRaWAN network
has all nodes operating with the same inter packet arrival time. This is regardless of
what parameters have been assigned to nodes, namely the spreading factor parameter.
Because of this, there will be a diversity in the duty cycles of end devices.
For example, given the scenario where a network only allows for the spreading factor
parameter to be adjusted between nodes; there could be six different groups of nodes
based on this parameter. If all groups are using the same inter packet arrival time,
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then each group will have different duty cycles. Because of this, if each group has the
same node count, then they will all have different average DERs.
This is important to understand since given this scenario, adding nodes to one
group from another will impact the DER metrics of each group differently. If a node is
moved from spreading factor group seven to group twelve then the change in average
DER will be larger for group twelve.
Understanding the fundamental scalability nature of LoRaWAN networks and the
impact of the spreading factor parameter led me to learn about the different types
of configurations or solutions available to networks. There are a few components of
LoRaWAN that can be enhanced with solutions such as parameter assigning methods
or adjustments to the ADR method.
3.1.3 Single vs Multiple Spreading Factor Networks
This section covers some of the existing literature on the impact of using a single
spreading factor or multiple spreading factors in a LoRaWAN network. This will
mainly cover the impact on network DER, as well as the energy consumption across
nodes in a network. This can be summarised as researching the impact of creating
logical channels within one channel using the spreading factor parameter.
Georgiou and Raza (2017) and Bor et al. (2016) both present insightful work when
understanding static and dynamic LoRaWAN configurations and how they scale. These
papers provide key insights into how significant LoRaWAN’s spreading factor parame-
ter is in producing a more effective network. These papers also show how much energy
nodes can waste re-transmitting as the DER decreases when increasing node count.
This work shows that node longevity is not just dependent on the technology being
used (LoRa) but also how effective a network is in terms of DER (better DER means
fewer re-transmissions) and optimally using the spreading factor parameter.
Initially, Bor et al. (2016) experimented with LoRaWAN networks where only one
spreading factor was being used. They found that lower spreading factors can sup-
port significantly more nodes when operating at the same inter packet arrival time.
This came at the cost of transmission distance with spreading factor twelve giving
approximately 250% more distance over spreading factor seven (using the Okumura-
Hata urban path loss model). The significant advantage in node capacity for these
lower spreading factors is due to the much shorter transmission times for packets. Bor
et al. (2016) applied requirements from a real application with every node transmit-
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ting roughly every 20 minutes with this being an approximate duty cycle of 0.1% for
a spreading factor twelve node. This inter packet arrival time is very lenient when
comparing this duty cycle to the maximum duty cycles of most channels. It is even
more lenient because lower spreading factors would have significantly lower duty cycles
due to the much shorter transmission times.
If each spreading factor group was operating at the same duty cycle instead of the
same inter packet arrival time, then all groups would support approximately the same
node capacity. Lower spreading factor groups would also now have a significantly higher
throughput per node. Overall, with the lenient duty cycle, Bor et al. (2016) found that
only 120 nodes were viably supported in the worst-case scenario of all nodes using
spreading factor twelve which suggests a very narrow set of applications for LoRaWAN
due to a lack of node capacity. This raises a problem because one of the ambitions
for LoRaWAN is to be used in large city applications which require much higher node
capacities per gateway.
Bor et al. (2016) then compared configurations using all spreading factors and as-
signed parameters to nodes giving the minimum viable airtime (shortest air time that
packets can reach the gateway) with this also being known as the RSSI solution. This
change that fully utilised LoRaWAN’s spreading factor capabilities produced a config-
uration that could viably support in over 1600 nodes and also produced a network with
a significantly longer lifetime. This work shows that switching from a single spreading
factor configuration to a multi spreading factor configuration can significantly improve
the capabilities of LoRaWAN and open it to more applications. The configuration
used here is a simple one suggested in the LoRaWAN specification by Semtech (2013)
and presents an opportunity to produce more adaptable and effective configurations.
These potentially more adaptive and smarter configurations consider more metrics and
network relationships than simply a nodes RSSI.
Another problem for network scalability is energy consumption, since the single
spreading factor configurations presented by Bor et al. (2016) showed, as the DER
sharply decreased with increasing nodes, the average energy consumption per node
sharply increased. This is due to the high number of re-transmissions from the increase
in collisions and was remedied by applying multi spreading factor configurations. The
problem of a sharp increase in energy consumption, when increasing the node count
beyond the point of initial DER decrease, will still be prevalent but at higher node
counts.
Another part of understanding the effectiveness of a LoRaWAN network is to know
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or be able to estimate the lifetime for each node or groups of nodes. Bor et al. (2016)
measured the average energy consumption of the whole network but this does not
give an accurate representation of device lifetime per spreading factor group. This is
because nodes with a lower spreading factor transmit for much shorter periods and use
less energy. When analysing the average energy consumption for each spreading factor
group, nodes at higher spreading factors will have shorter lifetimes. This is due to the
higher duty cycles for greater spreading factor groups because of the statically-assigned
inter packet arrival times.
This introduces a unique and potentially impossible problem when designing Lo-
RaWAN networks; the problem being how to balance the lifetime of all devices in a
network considering the variation in power usage across nodes. One possible solution
would be to make all end devices operate with the same duty cycle level, therefore,
causing all end devices to approximately consume the same level of energy over time.
However, this may cause the network to operate in an entirely undesired manner when
considering the application scenario. Another possible solution would be to ensure each
end device uses the full range of spreading factors equally. This solution would rely on
all nodes being able to viably use all available spreading factors, therefore, reducing
the maximum transmission range of any device to the maximum transmission range of
spreading factor seven.
This novel problem shows that while effective algorithms that scale the node ca-
pacity of LoRaWAN networks are possible and an interesting improvement, trying to
balance node lifetimes will be difficult. Therefore, designing transmission power algo-
rithms to complement parameter assigning algorithms is an interesting direction.
3.1.4 Imperfect Orthogonality
Previously, when describing the parameters of LoRaWAN devices, I covered how the
spreading factor parameter can create logical channels within one channel through
transmission orthogonality and significantly increase LoRaWAN network capacity. This
section follows how after exploring the gains that can be achieved by using multiple
spreading factors, I found that the logical channels created do not provide a linear in-
crease in scalability due to imperfect orthogonality in the transmission using different
spreading factors. This was represented as inter spreading factor interference by the
following literature.
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Waret, Kaneko, Guitton, and El Rachkidy (2018) used work from Croce, Guccia-
rdo, Tinnirello, Garlisi, and Mangione (2017) and Zhu, Liao, Suzuki, Narusue, and
Morikawa (2018) to calculate probability functions for transmission collisions with and
without inter spreading factor interference. Croce et al. (2017) and Zhu et al. (2018)
provided the groundwork, showing that transmissions using different spreading factors
can collide using simulated measurements, and then confirmed this with real-world
experiments. This ultimately resulted in the finding that the orthogonality produced
using the spreading factor parameter, while theoretically perfect, is realistically imper-
fect.
Waret et al. (2018) found that by introducing imperfect orthogonality, the DER of
their scenario network decreased when compared to a network with perfectly orthogonal
transmissions. For two signals using different spreading factors to collide, there must
be a large enough SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) difference. If the SIR difference
is large enough, then the transmission with the lower received power will be corrupted
and lost. This is a similar result as to when transmissions of the same spreading factor
collide and one is still successfully decoded due to the capture effect.
Croce et al. (2017) and Zhu et al. (2018) found that the closer the spreading factors
were for colliding transmissions, the lesser the SIR difference had to be to incur a
capture effect event. This also creates a similar problem to the near far problem and
can be shown in a simple scenario. Given the scenario where a near node uses spreading
factor eleven and a distant node uses spreading factor twelve, then there could be a
collision between these two nodes. In this scenario, the distant node using spreading
factor twelve may lose its transmission due to the capture effect instigated by imperfect
orthogonality.
Since imperfect orthogonality introduces the near far problem that already applies
to the same spreading factor transmissions, this indicates that the idea of applying the
same solution for the near far problem may be useful. This being the RSSI based scheme
of assigning parameters so that near nodes use low spreading factors while distant nodes
use higher spreading factors. Waret et al. (2018) applied this and compared it to a
network of randomly assigned parameters, finding that the RSSI based scheme was
significantly better.
When fully scaling a LoRaWAN network to understand all aspects, factoring in
imperfect orthogonality is a must considering its significant impact on network metrics.
Imperfect orthogonality has only been recently studied for LoRaWAN networks and
does not feature in many papers that focus on scaling LoRaWAN networks.
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Furthermore, while the spreading factor parameter can produce extra logical chan-
nels, LoRaWAN networks can also employ multiple channels that use different fre-
quency bands. These channel capabilities are significantly different from the logical
channels created by the spreading factor parameter since a much greater SIR differ-
ence is required for transmissions to collide over different channels. Therefore, adding
channels to a LoRaWAN network is like adding spreading factors when transmission
orthogonality is perfect.
3.1.5 Multiple Channels and Region Differences
Following the exploration of the impact of logical channel creation, LoRaWAN also
supports using multiple real channels separated by frequency bands. This section,
therefore, details the impact of permitting LoRaWAN to use multiple channels.
Another aspect of scaling LoRaWAN is the effect of multiple channels and their
impact on network effectiveness. Multiple channels is an effective method of increas-
ing throughput compared to using spreading factors. Yousuf, Rochester, Ousat, and
Ghaderi (2018) produced work similar to Bor et al. (2016) that scaled many aspects of
LoRaWAN networks, but, instead of using the European region specifications, Yousuf
et al. (2018) used the North American specification for LoRaWAN networks.
The North American and European specifications differ in many ways, but a couple
of the main differences is that North America only allows up to spreading factor ten
(as opposed to spreading factor twelve in Europe) while allowing up to sixty-four up-
link channels (Europe only allows eight). These differences may impact the forms of
solutions developed since, depending on the network region, one solution may prioritise
the optimisation of spreading factors while another would prioritise the optimisation
of channel usage.
Due to the previously mentioned differences between using multiple channels or
multiple spreading factors, Yousuf et al. (2018), therefore, expected a linear increase of
DER with increasing available channels. This was expected due to the linear increase
shown by perfectly orthogonal transmissions from different spreading factors. Yousuf
et al. (2018) found that increasing the channel count in LoRaWAN networks produced
an almost linear increase in node capacity but was better than increasing the number
of available spreading factors.
Another region difference is the implementation of duty cycle or lack of implemen-
tation depending on which region a given LoRaWAN network is operating in. This can
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limit an end devices utilisation of channels and ultimately limit a network’s capability
or help keep congestion balanced.
3.1.6 The Impact of the Duty Cycle on LoRaWAN Networks
European LoRaWAN networks have a restriction applied to each up-link channel called
the duty cycle. The main purpose of this restriction is to limit a node’s use of a channel
to try control channel congestion. Therefore, this section explores this aspect of scaling
LoRaWAN networks.
Adelantado, Vilajosana, Tuset-Peiro, Martinez, Melia-Segui, and Watteyne (2017)
highlights the duty cycle as the key limiting factor for network size, while other work
based on scaling LoRaWAN will often simulate networks at the duty cycle limit (0.1%,
1%, or 10%). The work completed by Yousuf et al. (2018), Bor et al. (2016), and
Georgiou and Raza (2017) are examples of LoRaWAN networks being scaled in a
method that uses the duty cycle as a limiter for node throughput.
The findings by Adelantado et al. (2017) are interesting since the above three papers
that used the duty cycle to limit node throughput show that the duty cycle for a network
does not directly limit the network size. Instead, it is the increased rate of collisions
that come with a network operating at the duty cycle limit that limits network size.
Therefore, it is more correct to say that for each individual node, the specified duty
cycle for a given channel limits the maximum potential throughput since a node’s
opportunity to transmit is being limited. But; the maximum achievable throughput
for a node may be less than the maximum potential throughput due to other factors
such as channel congestion. This can be seen when a network is scaled to the point of
operating at a low DER while each node is transmitting at the duty cycle limit.
3.1.7 Channel Capacity to Understand LoRaWAN Scale Limits
The following section explores literature that researches how networks can scale based
on channel capacity as a focus, rather than other metrics as a measure of scalabil-
ity. This, therefore, focuses on finding the maximum theoretical throughput that a
LoRaWAN network could achieve with optimal solutions.
Adelantado et al. (2017) present a series of LoRaWAN networks that differentiate
based on the assigned node count. Each network is then tested with different inter
packet arrival times per node. The inter packet arrival time starts with a high value
and is decreased per experiment. While doing this, they measure the number of received
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packets per hour for each node against the number of generated packets per hour for
each node. This shows for each experimented network how many packets each node
needs to generate per hour to maximise the received number of packets. If each node
were to generate any more or fewer packets per hour, then a drop off in received packets
per hour is shown.
Interestingly, Adelantado et al. (2017) also showed for smaller network sizes (two
hundred and fifty nodes in this case) that the limiting factor for how many packets
a base station can receive per hour is the duty cycle. This is because at lower node
counts, there is minimal traffic in the network and nodes can operate at the assigned
duty cycle if desired. This means that each node’s maximum achievable throughput is
at or near the maximum potential throughput due to a lack of competition.
Adelantado et al. (2017) show that competition from other nodes is a key factor in
limiting the potential size of LoRaWAN networks. Therefore, an effective algorithm
for assigning parameters to nodes will need to consider collision probabilities for trans-
mitting nodes. Another factor to consider is that nodes transmitting with a higher
spreading factor take considerably more time to transmit, therefore, having a much
higher probability for collision.
A method to further help with network congestion is to consider adding extra gate-
ways to a network. This can have multiple impacts with one of the key impacts being
that a whole network can be split into sub-networks with smart gateway placement.
This is a very important aspect to cover since, while I mostly focus on single gate-
way networks to understand the base theory and nature of LoRaWAN networks, many
networks today use more than one gateway.
3.1.8 Multi Gateway Networks
While many of the findings for single gateway networks also apply to multi gateway
networks, one of LoRaWAN’s interesting caveats is the capture effect as shown by
Bor et al. (2016). For single gateway networks, the capture effect provides a problem
commonly known as the near far problem, as already discussed. This is not always the
case and this section will explore how multi gateway networks can differentiate from
single gateway networks in expected performance due to the capture effect phenomenon.
Multiple gateways can permit the capture effect to be useful since as long as one
gateway decodes a packet correctly, it will be received. Therefore, if packets from
two nodes collide at several different gateways, the capture effect may operate in a
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beneficiary manner. This would allow both packets to be successfully decoded by at
least one gateway.
Bor et al. (2016) also produced work on multi-gateway LoRaWAN networks in a
similar direction, where utilising multiple gateways showed significant improvements.
Adding extra gateways increased the maximum viable node count and also raised the
exponential decay plateau. The gateways were assigned in a centralised manner to gain
a general insight on how multiple gateways can impact a network. Gateway placement
optimisation was not explored.
The focus of Bor et al. (2016)’s multiple gateway research was to analyse the impact
on a networks DER. This focus formed test cases where each node could reach at least
one gateway and, as long as one gateway correctly decoded a transmission, it was
counted as successful. Bor et al. (2016) found that adding gateways did increase the
DER and this DER increase had an inverse exponential relationship to the number of
gateways active. Bor et al. (2016) attributed this DER increase purely to the capture
effect that LoRaWAN networks can exhibit.
Although, since not all gateways were reachable by each node, this method creates
overlapping LoRaWAN sub-networks which will produce better results. This is because
each node may not be competing with every node being simulated. Therefore, the rea-
sons for the DER improvement can be accounted to the capture effect and smaller
sub-network sizes. Extending from the work by Bor et al. (2016), multi-gateway Lo-
RaWAN networks could be further studied with two key changes. The first change
could be that each node can reach every gateway. The second key change could be
adjusting the gateway distribution. These two changes would be a true test of the
capture effect’s beneficiary capabilities.
3.2 Optimising LoRaWAN
The previous section highlighted many areas of LoRaWAN where significant research
has been done, with most goals attempting to improve the capability of networks or
trying to provide accurate measurements of networks. My goals have been to un-
derstand LoRaWAN and then provide an improvement on current work to increase
the scalability of LoRaWAN. Therefore, this section will cover many of the solutions
proposed in current literature that aim to optimise LoRaWAN to improve scalability.
Some key areas where more work can be done include how LoRaWAN networks
are scaled, parameter assigning algorithms, and improvements to the MAC layer pro-
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tocols. For scaling networks, a larger picture can be presented to show the many ways
to interpret a LoRaWAN network. Many papers have presented methods of scaling
networks but do not describe every detail of the experiments or why the experiments
are set up the way they are. This only ever describes a specific or high-level view of
a scaled network and can lack insightful information. Instead, LoRaWAN networks
can be simulated in many forms to show a broad view while also giving more granular
detail to understand performance closer to the individual node level.
To understand how LoRaWAN can be optimised, I will detail multiple examples
of optimisation in the order that I worked through them with this leading to the type
of solution I wanted to explore. Initially, I looked at the RSSI solution since it is the
most simple solution beyond randomly assigning parameters and is well understood. I
then looked at dynamic solutions that would dynamically adjust node parameters as
the network ran on the core philosophy that the network would eventually converge on
an optimal state. With an understanding of basic and dynamic solutions, I explored
solutions that operate at the MAC layer and focus on aspects other than assigning
parameters.
3.2.1 RSSI based solution
Thiemo Voigt (2016) implements a known static solution referred to as the RSSI based
solution in LoRaSim for assigning parameters. There are many variations of this so-
lution that many papers use for solution comparison, such as Bor et al. (2016). This
solution assigns parameters to nodes using their RSSI to achieve the minimum air-
time for transmitted packets. This solution typically adjusts the spreading factor and
bandwidth parameters (or only the spreading factor parameter). This solution is quite
simple and executes quickly which can be useful for networks that require parameters
to be reassigned frequently. Due to assigning parameters using a simple metric rather
than a complex logic, this method is also adaptable to general performance across a
diverse range of node distributions. However, it does not consider more complex as-
pects of a network and, therefore, does not lead to a near optimal or optimal outcome
in some scenarios.
For example, given the scenario of a network where almost all of the nodes are close
to the base station, the RSSI solution as described will assign mostly low spreading
factors and not utilise higher spreading factors very well. When the network capacity is
being pushed, this will lead to low data extraction rates for lower spreading factors due
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to the under-utilisation of the spreading factor parameter and cause poor scalability.
Bor et al. (2016) implement two variants of the RSSI based solution with one variant
being that each node is assigned the parameters that give its packets the shortest
airtime while assigning the maximum transmission power. The other variant extends
this by also reducing the end nodes transmission power to a minimum viable amount
to try to reduce overall network energy use and, therefore, increase the average node
lifetime.
While these solutions are unlikely to achieve optimal performance in some scenarios
due to under-utilisation of the spreading factor parameter, these solutions do innately
mitigate the near far problem. This is due to ensuring that nodes using the same
spreading factor will always be near to each other. This ensures distant nodes will
not always be at a significant disadvantage. When assessing groups of nodes based on
distance or spreading factors, typically small groups can be found that are significantly
under-performing compared to other groups, due to problems such as the near far
problem.
From this, it seems the idea of assigning low spreading factors to near nodes and
high spreading factors to more distant nodes should be considered in my work since
it provides two key benefits. The first being the mitigation of the near far problem
and the second being that competition for nodes using higher spreading factors will be
more consistent with the level of competition perceived by nodes using lower spreading
factors.
This reduction in competition is due to higher spreading factors being left for nodes
that can only use them. With a scenario with nodes close and very far from a base
station, all of the near nodes will be able to use all or most of the available spreading
factors, while the opposite is true for the distant nodes. Assigning higher spreading
factors to near nodes can diminish the network potential for scalability. This is because
of the increased transmission time and impact on collision probability when using higher
spreading factors. These near nodes can be assigned lower spreading factors to make
the most of the shorter transmission time and lesser impact on collision probability.
3.2.2 Parameter Probing Method
Bor and Roedig (2017) extended on the work by Bor et al. (2016) where the idea of
assigning parameters to minimise the transmission time of packets and energy consump-
tion was continued. This was done by grouping parameters based on their influence
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on a node’s data rate. Using this metric and these adjustable parameters, a probing
method was developed that allows devices to adjust their parameters until they have a
parameter set that minimises energy consumption. This parameter set also coincides
with the parameter set that gives the shortest air time. This work differs from the
previous work due to the consideration of the bandwidth and coding rate parameters,
as well as how it is applied.
Bor and Roedig (2017) probing method functions differently to most other methods,
where other methods typically calculate parameters for nodes based on an algorithm
as a form of logic and philosophy to follow. Using this philosophy, they can try to
calculate a solution as close as possible to their defined optimal solution, then apply
this to a network. For example, the RSSI solution uses the philosophy that the shortest
air time is optimal and assigns parameters based on this.
Bor and Roedig (2017) still use the same philosophy as the RSSI based solution but
apply it with a different method that achieved parameter sets that are 44% worse than
what the RSSI based solution can achieve. Since the probing method aims to achieve
minimal energy consumption, it will, optimally achieve similar results to the previous
work by Bor et al. (2016).
This may make the two solutions seem similar but they still differ in the key area
of how they calculate and assign parameters. The probing method is designed to run
on a live network where the base station can update node parameters based on re-
ceived packets. From here, after the base station receives enough information and
tries enough parameter sets using probes, a near optimal solution can be found. An-
other method for nodes to improve their parameter sets is to live probe the network,
dedicating transmissions as probes. These dedicated transmissions can determine if
a node is reaching a base station or not and update the node’s parameters. Instead
of having a single parameter set calculated for an end device then applied, nodes ex-
haustively search through multiple parameter sets using the energy consumption as an
optimisation heuristic.
There are significant advantages and disadvantages with this method, with one of
the key disadvantages being that it can take many probes to achieve a near optimal
parameter set. Bor and Roedig (2017) state that this can be up to 250 probes (each
attempted parameter set will use many probes), but with a near optimal outcome being
possible with as few as 24 probes. This shows a significant time difference in reaching
a final parameter set and requires high energy consumption to achieve this, especially
for all nodes in a network. This would require a network to have a warm up period of
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possibly days before reaching a stable state for all nodes.
The alternative RSSI based method by Bor and Roedig (2017) provides a strong
advantage of quick adaptability since network statistics for nodes are not static and a
node’s RSSI can vary significantly over time. This difference can be great enough to
cause a nodes parameter set to become non-optimal over time. A probing method as
previously covered then becomes more effective since these small changes in network
stability only require minor parameter set changes for nodes. These minor changes
allow networks to adapt to new network states quickly. This potentially allows nodes
that have been through a warm up period to quickly adapt to new optimal parameter
sets after network changes.
This advantage of having nodes that can quickly and efficiently adapt is quite
different from how other methods update node parameter sets. Other methods require
their algorithms to be re-run causing the given base station to calculate all of the
parameter sets for a network. This can be computationally expensive by comparison
and can impact the network negatively, especially if a network environment undergoes
many consistent small changes. This could make it possibly infeasible to fully calculate
parameter sets at such a consistent rate. Given a scenario like this, it may be better to
have a method such as the covered probing method that exchanges scalability potential
in return for a more adaptable and less expensive system to maintain in the long term.
3.2.3 Light Weight Scheduling
Reynders, Wang, Tuset-Peiro, Vilajosana, and Pollin (2018) adopt a different approach
where, rather than implementing a parameter assigning algorithm, Reynders et al.
(2018) implemented a scheduling protocol for LoRaWAN. This is an interesting idea
since LoRaWAN shares similarities with simple ALOHA where devices transmit when
they have data to send. Aloha progressed to implement better protocols at the MAC
layer, where nodes would check channels for traffic before transmitting. There was
even further progression to have different protocols that implemented time slots for
when a node could transmit. Since LoRaWAN is similar to ALOHA, it is expected that
improvements shown in the progression of ALOHA would be attempted for LoRaWAN.
Reynders et al. (2018) do that while being mindful of the features that LoRaWAN has
and shows some notable improvements over a standard LoRaWAN implementation.
Even though LoRaWAN networks function in a similar method to ALOHA net-
works, most papers do not consider implementing a scheduling protocol since many
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difficulties surround how to synchronise nodes with gateways. These difficulties arise
because LoRaWAN nodes are battery operated and spend the majority of their time
sleeping, only waking to transmit gathered data. The other issue is due to the enforced
duty cycles and channel limitations making repeated communication between base sta-
tions and nodes costly. These factors mean that a LoRaWAN network cannot afford to
have nodes transmitting in excess to communicate with base stations since this would
be both energy consuming and scalability-limiting.
This is why many proposed solutions focus on optimal parameter assigning solu-
tions as a means to maximise network capacity, rather than more effective MAC layer
protocols. This allows solutions to not directly risk reducing potential network capacity
but instead indirectly reduce scalability by being non-optimal.
The light weight scheduling protocol makes use of the fact that all nodes can receive
transmissions from the base station at once and implements a beacon system that holds
all of the information for synchronisation within each transmitted beacon. When a node
has data it wants to transmit, it can wake up and listen for the next beacon and then
decide how it wants to transmit with the new information. To make this possible, a
channel is assigned to only be used for beacons which is a compromise on potential
scalability but leads to the more effective usage of other channels.
This allows all other available channels to be used by nodes to transmit on much
more effectively. The light weight scheduling protocol assigns a list of spreading fac-
tors and transmission powers allowed for each channel while also stating a minimum
estimated signal strength required by nodes. This information is instilled in the trans-
mitted beacons to help nodes choose a viable channel. The transmitted beacons also
contain information about time frames for when nodes can transmit which allows nodes
to synchronise. This synchronisation with the implemented time slots leads to much
more effective transmissions and a decreased probability of collision.
This light weight scheduling method uses acknowledgement transmissions when a
node tries to use a time slot, showing a direct compromise on minimising transmissions
but the benefits are shown to out-weigh this cost. Reynders et al. (2018) compared
legacy LoRaWAN to LoRaWAN using light weight scheduling and found that light
weight scheduling improved scalability, reduced energy consumption, and increased ef-
fective throughput. This shows that light weight scheduling reduced re-transmissions
due to collisions and ensured the excess transmissions for synchronisation were benefi-
cial.
An interesting aspect I noticed about this solution was that its effectiveness com-
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pared to legacy LoRaWAN implementations is linked to how many channels the net-
work can use. The base implementation of this protocol by default requires a minimum
of two channels since the beacons need a channel of their own and it is not stated how
many channels were used in experiments. For networks with one channel, this protocol
would not be applicable, and for networks with few available channels, this protocol
may not provide an improvement. This is because each channel added (excluding the
beacon channel) works to offset the loss of assigning a channel for purely beacons.
Therefore, with each added channel, this protocol will grow in effectiveness and will
increase improvements over legacy LoRaWAN.
Overall, this protocol provides many notable improvements and allows LoRaWAN
to operate more efficiently from an internal perspective rather than having algorithms
operate external to the technology to try to improve it’s performance. Although,
scheduling systems that apply time slots for transmission typically consume more en-
ergy due to extra transmissions for synchronisation and scheduling. Reynders et al.
(2018) do not state any energy consumption values, with this potentially being a draw-
back since synchronisation networks typically consume a high amount of energy. Pos-
sibly a combination of effectively assigning parameters to nodes with an algorithm
and implementing this scheduling protocol could produce a very effective LoRaWAN
network.
3.2.4 Fairly Assigning parameters
Reynders et al. (2017) tried to maximise the effectiveness and capacity of LoRaWAN
networks by considering the probability of collisions and making this as fair as possible
across all nodes in a network. Reynders et al. (2017) looked at what parameters affect
the probability of a transmission to collide and started by simply looking at the spread-
ing factor parameter. Reynders et al. (2017) kept all the other adjustable parameters
such as inter packet arrival time, coding rate, and bandwidth static; therefore, allowing
nodes to be grouped into categories by spreading factor.
This means the probability for a node’s transmission to collide is based purely on
the number of nodes and its packet’s transmission time. This gives a value that can
be calculated for every node for an understanding of fairness relative to the network.
Reynders et al. (2017) looked to make the probability of collision fair across all nodes
by calculating how to split the nodes across the spreading factor groups so that the
probability of collision is fair and equal for every node.
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Reynders et al. (2017) formed an equation to represent a node’s transmission’s
probability to collide and then created a min-max problem. This min-max problem was
used to produce an equation that can calculate the ideal percentage of nodes for each
spreading factor group to create fair collision probabilities. The product can be shown
in Equation 3.1 that can be applied to a given spreading factor group by substituting for
S. This is then divided over a sum that iterates through the set of spreading factors you
wish to include. This is typically a sum operating on spreading factor seven through
to twelve. This equation applies regardless of the subset of spreading factors and,
therefore, can be used to subset network node groups to optimise some nodes within











• psf = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor S.
• S = Given Spreading Factor.
• i = Index of Spreading Factor.
Reynders et al. (2017) also implemented a transmission power algorithm that miti-
gates the capture effect problem. As shown in Table 4.3, the requirements for two nodes
to compete with each other across different spreading factors differs for each possible
spreading factor combination. Since the given solution applies the lower spreading fac-
tors to inner nodes first, distant nodes could be at risk of being silenced by near nodes.
Reynders et al. (2017) found that the most prone nodes to being involved in cross
spreading factor capture effect events were nodes in the spreading factor eight group.
The more distant nodes within this group can be silenced by the nearest spreading
factor seven group nodes.
Reynders et al. (2017) make this specific spreading factor relationship an anchor
point for assigning transmission powers to all nodes in the network. By doing this, most
of the capture effect problem is mitigated but Reynders et al. (2017) do not consider
if an end device’s transmission can viably reach a base station.
This solution, in theory, functions very well and can provide significantly better
results than previous solutions, but only in ideal scenarios since it is not very adaptable.
Firstly, the lack of viability checking for transmissions means that the logic to mitigate
the capture effect may not be applicable in real networks. Secondly, the spreading
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factor assigning algorithm assumes that each node can viably use any spreading factor.
Both of these points show that while the theory can lead to a very effective network,
some extension is needed to make it viable for real network applications.
If this solution was applied to non-ideal scenarios, then even the RSSI solution
could achieve a better outcome. Therefore, a method to extend this work so that the
core philosophy of Equation 3.1 can adapt to non-ideal scenarios would be useful. This
would adapt the algorithm to meet the real-world optimal solution enforced by physical
limitations.
3.2.5 FADR solution
Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) extended the work by Reynders et al. (2017) by extending
Equation 3.1 and producing a new transmission power scheme and parameter allo-
cation algorithm. Primarily, Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) produced two new equations
that encompass a network’s capability to support multiple bandwidths through dif-
ferent channels and multiple coding rates. Equation 3.2 shows the adjustments made
to account for bandwidth variation and Equation 3.3 shows the adjustments made to





• psf,bw = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor sf and bandwidth
bw.
• psf = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor sf .





• psf,bw,cr = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor sf , bandwidth
bw, and coding rate cr.
• psf,bw = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor sf and bandwidth
bw.
• CRs = Set of coding rates.
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The equations allow nodes to be categorised further, allowing for finer optimisation
when assigning parameters to more complex networks. For the networks that Reynders
et al. (2017) work is applied to, both methods will assign nodes to spreading factor
groups the same. Along with the more comprehensive application of transmission
parameters to nodes, FADR also boasts a more comprehensive transmission power
scheme that performs better.
Unfortunately, FADR assumes that all transmissions can reach a given base station
and does not factor this into its transmission power scheme with this algorithm’s only
purpose being to mitigate the capture effect phenomenon. Depending on the network
scenario and how the nodes are distributed, this algorithm may function as intended
or create many nodes that cannot reach the base station. If the latter occurs, then
the minimum transmission power that allows a given node to reach a base station
will be applied, simplifying the transmission power algorithm to one that does that to
begin with. This eventual outcome is also not favourable for FADR because, unlike
the work by Reynders et al. (2017), FADR splits nodes into region based groups. This,
for example can cause near nodes to be assigned spreading factor twelve; therefore,
reducing scalability and adaptability potential.
FADR follows in the same vein of logic as the work by Reynders et al. (2017), where
there is no attempt to maintain the proposed philosophy of what optimal or near
optimal is when non-ideal scenarios are presented. This is unfortunate since, while
FADR does provide better results and acknowledges that more than the spreading
factor parameter can change between end nodes, it will also have a sharp drop off in
effectiveness when LoRaWAN is applied to non-ideal scenarios. This is mainly because
both FADR and the fairly assigning parameters algorithm resort to assigning default
parameters when nodes do not fit within the algorithm’s ideal logic. Typically, these
default parameters will cause many of the nodes in a network to transmit non-viable
transmissions.
3.3 Literature Conclusion
After reviewing the related work that attempts to optimise LoRaWAN so it is a more
effective technology, it is clear to see good solutions have been proposed. But, these
solutions do not account for all of LoRaWAN’s quirks or the reality of its networks,
therefore, presenting further problems. These problems are the lack of adaptability
and lack of optimal performance in how parameters are assigned to nodes or that other
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solutions have requirements that may make it non-applicable to certain applications.
To contribute something to improve upon current work, either one can provide a better
method of scheduling transmissions, provide a better ADR method, or provide a better
algorithm for assigning parameters with a transmission power algorithm also.
Producing a better parameter algorithm and transmission power scheme will have
the most significant improvement upon current work. This is because a solution that
incorporates more adaptability could become a ’one fits all solution’. Therefore, I will
continue the work by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) by providing




This chapter will cover my initial simulations of LoRaWAN networks and will give
an understanding of how I initially explored these networks and why I researched
this field. This chapter will begin with a series of initial metrics to build a basis of the
physical capabilities that LoRa devices provide such as potential transmission distances
or battery usage estimations. With the generalised capabilities discussed, I cover the
two collision models I implemented and experimented with during my simulations.
The first collision model, a simple model, details a model typically used in LoRaWAN
simulations that is easy to implement and understand while giving approximate results.
The second collision model, a comprehensive model, details a model that simulates a
more realistic environment and allows more of the phenomena perceived by LoRaWAN
networks in the real world to be represented. This comprehensive model plays a more
significant role in my later experiments that use more advanced solutions.
Following these collision models, I list four different node distributions I focused
on and scale with different node capacities to use in simulations. I introduce a series
of experiments that aimed to answer many of my initial questions about LoRaWAN
networks. These experiments will assess the impact on network DER by using differ-
ent duty cycles, using different or multiple spreading factors, and using the different
collision models.
These experiments will highlight many of the current flaws in the technology itself,
as well as the simple solutions that can be applied. The answers lead me to focus on
specific aspects of LoRaWAN that are reflected in later experiments and also to decide
on what I wanted to contribute to LoRaWAN.
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4.1 LoRaWAN: Basic Metrics
As background information, to understand LoRaWAN’s physical applications and how
it operates as a network, there are some key parameters and statistics that will outline
the base concepts before moving on to more complex concepts. The first key idea
regarding LoRaWAN’s application potential is its ability to transmit over long distances
while supporting many nodes due to being able to create logical channels. The other key
idea is the low energy consumption and therefore the long lifetime of nodes (specifically,
class A devices) in a network.
The two main parameters for the first key point is the spreading factor and band-
width parameters which both directly affect the sensitivity threshold and data rate of
transmissions. The transmission power parameter also significantly impacts the poten-
tial transmission distance, but the spreading factor parameter is more important due to
its impact on data rate as well and transmission orthogonality. The two key parameters
for the second main idea is the transmission power and spreading factor parameters.
These two directly impact the energy cost of transmitting with the spreading factor
having a more significant impact.
Transmission Distance The first two parameters to cover are the transmission
power and bandwidth parameters; Table 4.1 shows the impact on sensitivity by using
different combinations of these two parameters. The values in Table 4.1 are given by
Semtech (2015). This impact on sensitivity, therefore, changes the potential maximum
transmission distance since the lower the sensitivity, the weaker a node’s RSSI can be
before a packet is lost. The best sensitivity to gain the largest potential transmission
distance is provided by a combination of SF12 and BW125, for example.
Table 4.1: Receiver Sensitivity on each bandwidth using different spreading factors
BW
SF
SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
125kHz -123 -126 -129 -132 -133 -136
250kHz -120 -123 -125 -128 -130 -133
500kHz -116 -119 -122 -125 -128 -130
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Therefore, the values in Table 4.1 represent the minimum RSSI a transmission needs
when using a spreading factor and bandwidth combination to be correctly decoded.
Figure 4.1 takes these values and converts them into relative potential transmission
distances. The transmission distances for each parameter combination were calculated
using the Okumura-Hata urban path loss model. This model is represented by the
Equation 4.1 as provided by Medeisis and Kajackas (2000) since it applies well to
LoRaWAN.
Figure 4.1: Calculated relative distances showing the difference between parameter
combinations.
Since the calculated distances, in terms of an actual measurable distance (metres or
kilometres), can vary significantly based on the environment, I scaled the distances as
a percentage relative to the parameter combination, which gives the most transmission
distance. This parameter combination is a combination of SF12 and BW125kHz and
was, therefore, treated as 100% of the maximum transmission distance, as shown in
Figure 4.1.
By representing the transmission distance of each parameter combination in this
way, an insight into how far each parameter combination can transmit can be gained.
This insight works regardless of the environment since an estimation can be gained
based on the transmission distance of the best parameter combination for distance
in the given environment. For example, if the parameter combination of SF12 and
BW125kHz (and the required transmission power) can transmit up to 10km, then
a combination of SF9 and BW125kHz would likely transmit up to approximately
6.1km.
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Lb = 69.55 + 26.16 log10 f − 13.82 log10 hb − a(hm)
+(44.9− 6.55 log10 hb) log10 dm
(4.1)
Okumura-Hata model parameters and limits:
• f : Frequency: Up to 1500mHz.
• hb: Gateway antenna height above ground: 30 to 200m.
• a(hm): Correction factor for antenna height above ground.
• dm: Distance between nodes and gateway: 1 to 20km.
a(hm) = 0.8 + (1.11 log10 f − 0.7)hm − 1.56 log10 f (4.2)
Correction factor for mobile antennas:
• a(hm): Correction factor antenna height above ground.
• f : Frequency.
• hm: Height of nodes antenna above ground: 1 to 10m.
The Okumura-Hata model’s (or referred to as the Hata model) parameter limits
make it a good fit for estimating transmission distances for LoRaWAN applications. I
used Equation 4.2 to calculate the correction factor for mobile antennas using a set of
values that are adequate for a small city, as provided by Cooper (2016).
Figure 4.1 shows a consistent change in relative distance as you move away from
the best parameter combination (SF12, BW125kHz) through to the worst parameter
combination (SF7, BW500kHz) in terms of maximum transmission distance. Each
reduction in transmission distance also means a decrease in airtime (also an increase in
data rate) as shown in Figure 4.2. I used Equation 2.4 to get the symbol transmission
time, then used Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4 to get the total transmission time for
a packet. I assumed a preamble length of 8 symbols, a packet length of 20 bits, no
implicit header, that low data rate optimisation is active for BW125kHz at SF11 and
SF12 as mandated, and a coding rate of 4/5.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated airtimes for different parameter combinations using spreading
factor and bandwidth.
Tpayload = (8 +max(d(
8PL− 4SF + 28 + 16− 20H
4(SF − 2DE)
)e(CR + 4), 0))Tsym (4.3)
Payload transmission time parameters:
• Tpayload: Payload transmission time
• PL: Packet length
• SF : Spreading Factor
• H: Header conditional, 1 if there is header
• DE: Low data rate conditional, 1 is enabled
• CR: Coding Rate
• Tsym: Transmission time for one symbol
Tpreamble = (npreamble + 4.25)Tsym (4.4)
Preamble transmission time parameters:
• Tpreamble: Preamble transmission time
• npreamble: Number of preamble symbols (8 symbols for all regions)
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• Tsym: Transmission time for one symbol
While a higher spreading factor and lower bandwidth allow for a much greater trans-
mission distance, it also means a significantly longer transmission time. The spreading
factor and bandwidth combination that gives the shortest transmission distance (SF7,
BW500kHz) has approximately one-quarter of the potential distance than the best
combination for distance (SF12, BW125kHz). A combination of SF7, BW500kHz
has a transmission time approximately 93 times shorter than a combination of SF12,
BW125kHz. This is a significant trade-off when planning LoRaWAN applications
since reducing the distance between nodes and gateways allows for a significant in-
crease in data rate at a disproportionate rate. This means a greater gain in data rate
than what is lost in transmission distance when increasing the data rate or reducing
the transmission distance. Therefore, network distributions where gateways are always
close to nodes will scale significantly better than distributions that cause gateways to
always be distant.
Energy Consumption Mortensen (2017) gives a comprehensive overview of many
aspects of LoRa devices and how the parameters affect them in the real world. The most
interesting information provided here is the battery usage coefficients for transmission
power and spreading factor combinations, as shown in Table 4.2. These coefficients
function as a multiplier when calculating the estimated energy consumption for given
parameter combinations. These coefficients can, therefore, be used as a metric to un-
derstand how much changing the transmission power and spreading factor parameters
impacts a device’s energy consumption.
Table 4.2: Battery Usage Coefficients
TP
SF
7 8 9 10 11 12
2 1.0 1.8 3.2 5.6 11.2 22.4
5 1.0 1.8 3.2 5.6 11.2 22.4
8 1.1 2.0 3.5 6.1 12.3 24.6
11 1.3 2.4 4.2 7.3 14.7 29.4
14 1.6 3.0 5.3 9.2 18.4 36.9
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Given the scenario that all of the nodes are operating at a transmission power of
2dBm, comparing the battery usage coefficients given by Table 4.2 for each spreading
factor, one can see how transmitting under each of the spreading factors consumes
significantly different amounts of energy. The fact that the transmission time under
each spreading factor approximately doubles also coincides with the point that the
battery usage coefficients follow the same approximate pattern. At the extremes for
nodes operating at the lowest transmission power, a spreading factor twelve node has
a coefficient 22.4 times greater than a spreading factor seven node.
When looking at how differing transmission powers function with nodes of the same
spreading factor, one can see that the increases in battery coefficient through increas-
ing the transmission power are smaller incremental changes. For each spreading factor
when comparing nodes with the most polar transmission powers of 2 and 14, the coef-
ficient approximately doubles when comparing the node with the greatest transmission
power to the node with the lowest transmission power.
Therefore, when considering how to manage a network and being energy efficient,
if a node’s transmissions are not reaching a base station, it is more optimal to in-
crease a node’s transmission power rather than increasing its spreading factor to make
transmissions viable. If this is possible, given the device and region limitations, this
philosophy will reduce energy consumption for nodes. This will give many benefits such
as less power consumption, shorter transmission times leading to a lower probability
for collisions, and possibly an increase in potential network size (scalability).
4.2 Simulation Collision Models
One of the goals of my work is to provide accurate simulation data that presents a near-
realistic view of network performance. To do this, I started by implementing a simple
collision model used in LoRaSim and other papers. This simple collision model creates
a basic idea of how a network will scale. I then implemented a more comprehensive
collision model to thoroughly compare and understand current solutions as well as
my own. The insights gained from this comparison can better highlight the problems
that LoRaWAN is currently facing. The simple collision model used is the one that
comes with LoRaSim, with some minor adjustments. I built and implemented the
comprehensive collision model into LoRaSim using the most recent proven findings on
collision phenomena for LoRaWAN networks.
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4.2.1 Simple Collision Model
The simple collision model functions as LoRaWAN should (theoretically) and imple-
ments three factors to check when determining if the packets received at a base-station
are correctly decoded or not. The three factors checked for overlapping packets are:
if they share the same channel, if enough of their preamble symbols are intact to be
decoded, and if they share the same spreading factor. These collision factors also ac-
company the factor of whether or not a transmission is strong enough to be received
by a base station.
Carrier Frequency. Equation 4.5 represents collisions on the same channel. If two
or more packets share the same channel and are received at the same time then they
could potentially collide and not be decoded. If the received packets are transmitted
on different channels that are separated by, at least, the required frequency offset (this
can be considered a threshold) then the received packets may be received and decoded.
Ccf (a, b) =
1, if |cfa − cfb| < thresholdcf0, else (4.5)
Carrier Frequency Collision Parameters:
• Ccf : Collision on a channel. 1 for true, 0 for false.
• cfpacket: The channel used for transmitting packet n.
• thresholdcf : Threshold for Carrier Frequency.
Late Evade. The next factor is one that checks the timing in which two or more
packets are received at the same time on the same channel. Typically, packets do not
arrive at the same time but overlap by variable margins. In cases where two packets
arrive in succession and share some overlap, the later packet may still be decoded if
enough of its preamble symbols are not being overlapped. For my simulations, Equation
4.6 shows the default value supplied by LoRaSim where five or more preamble symbols
must be free from the overlap. This collision factor differs from the alternative where
if any packets overlap at all, they would be labelled as collided and lost.
Equation 4.6 represents this late evade mechanic by referring to the receiving packet
as packet p and all of the interfering packets as ps since this is the plural of p. Therefore,
this equation takes the number of preamble symbols for packet p and subtracts the
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number of symbols that have been overlapped by all of the overlapping packets ps.
The sum is then compared to the required minimum number of preamble symbols
required for packet p to be correctly decoded to determine whether packet p is lost or
not.
Ct(a, b) =
0, if ppreamble − psoverlap ≥ 51, else (4.6)
Late Evade Parameters:
• Ct: Evading a collision by being late enough. 1 for true, 0 for false.
• ppreamble: The number of preamble symbols for packet p.
• psoverlap: The number of preamble symbols overlapped by packets ps.
Spreading Factor. The final factor for the simple collision model is whether the
overlapping packets share the same spreading factor or not. Equation 4.7 states that
when the overlapping packets share the same spreading factor and fail the two previ-
ous factors then they will collide. Alternatively, if the spreading factors for overlapping
packets are different then perfect orthogonality will be assumed and all of the overlap-
ping packets will be correctly decoded and received.
Csf (a, b) =
1, if sfa = sf b0, else (4.7)
Spreading Factor Collision Parameters:
• Csf : Colliding due to sharing the same Spreading Factor. 1 for true, 0 for false.
• sfpacket: The spreading factor of the given packet.
4.2.2 Comprehensive Collision Model
The following section describes my main extension to the LoRaSim simulator where, not
only did I implement the recording of more metrics for analysis, but I also implemented
a much more comprehensive collision model to reflect the current standard of literature.
The comprehensive collision model is not implemented with simple collision factors
but, instead, is implemented to reflect the full phenomena of LoRaWAN collisions. By
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exploring the collision factors of the simple collision model to the full extent, simulations
are as near as currently possible to real networks. An example of this would be to look
at the simple implementation for intra-spreading factor collisions where a collision
would render two packets that collide with the same spreading factor to be marked as
collided and lost. A more complete implementation that reflects current research would
understand that when two packets with the same spreading factor collide, a packet can
still survive and be received due to the capture effect phenomena.
For the more comprehensive collision model, I will state and describe a more com-
prehensive concept of how the spreading factor parameter plays a role in collisions.
This collision factor will describe how transmissions can still be successfully decoded
when they are using the same spreading factor. This collision factor will also describe
how transmissions using different spreading factors can still collide and will detail how
spreading factor orthogonality is not perfect. Therefore, this comprehensive collision
model will include all of the collision factors from the simple collision model but update
the spreading factor collision factor with a more comprehensive representation.
Spreading Factor Collision. This collision factor has two forms, one form for intra-
spreading factor collisions (same spreading factor collisions) and the other form for
inter-spreading factor collisions (different spreading factor collisions). While both of
these forms share the same underlying phenomena of capture effect, the outcomes for
each form varies when the requirements for a given form is met. The capture effect
as previously defined shows that when the signal to interference ratio (SIR) between
two packets exceeds a threshold, the weaker packet will be lost while the other is still
decoded.
For intra-spreading factor collisions, this results in either both packets being lost or
only the weaker packet being lost. This representation of intra-spreading factor colli-
sions is the first form of the spreading factor collision factor. For inter-spreading factor
collisions, the same applies except if the power threshold is not exceeded, then both
packets are correctly received. This representation for inter-spreading factor collisions
is the second form of the spreading factor collision factor.
Table 4.3 shows the SIR thresholds required for a receiving packet to exceed to
not be lost due to collision with an interfering packet when using the same or different
spreading factor. The spreading factor collision SIR thresholds were provided by Croce
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Table 4.3: Power Thresholds for Capture Effect
Rec
Int
SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
SF7 3 -8 -9 -9 -9 -9
SF8 -11 3 -11 -12 -13 -13
SF9 -15 -13 3 -13 -14 -15
SF10 -19 -18 -17 3 -17 -18
SF11 -22 -22 -21 -20 3 -20
SF12 -25 -25 -25 -24 -23 3
et al. (2017), who generated these values using simulations then adjusted them with
real experiments to account for real-world noise.
Using table 4.3, an example of the possible outcomes for an intra spreading factor
collision would be that a receiving packet needs A SIR difference of 3dB or greater to
be correctly decoded. This will, in turn, cause the interfering packet to be lost. For this
collision factor, anything less than a SIR of 3dB would cause both packets to be lost
up to the point of −3dB where the interfering packet would then be correctly decoded.
This is because the the same SIR required to induce the capture effect phenomenon is
enforced regardless of which packet is considered the receiving or interfering packet.
An example of the possible outcomes for inter-spreading factor collisions is very
similar to the above example. The receiving packet requires a SIR above the given
threshold to be correctly decoded. But instead of the interfering packet being lost
when this is true, it is also received correctly. The alternative outcome is when the
receiving packets SIR is below the given threshold; This causes the receiving packet
to be lost because the interfering packets signal strength is too great compared to the
receiving packets signal. Unlike the previous example, rather than both packets being
lost, the interfering packet is correctly received regardless of the outcome.
Ccap(rec, int) =
1, if SIRrec,cap > threshrec,cap0, else (4.8)
These two examples can be shown with one collision model, with it being based on
the receiving packet side of whether the packet is decoded or not. The only caveat is
the different outcomes for the interfering packet when the receiving packet is lost due
to collision. Equation 4.8 demonstrates the possible outcomes for the receiving packet
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when using Table 4.3. Equation 4.8 shows the requirement for the true case where
the receiving packet is correctly decoded and also shows the false case for all other
alternatives where the receiving packet is lost.
4.3 Initial Simulations
This section will work through the initial simulations and experiments I performed
when learning about LoRaWAN networks. These experiments explored the duty cycle
parameter, scalability improvements when using multiple spreading factors, and com-
pared my two collision models. While exploring these areas, I formed four different key
node distributions to test solutions that can highlight the key differences in how these
solutions perform.
During these experiments, I compared two simple solutions; randomly assigning
parameters and the RSSI-based solution. The random solution simply assigns the
spreading factor and transmission power parameters to nodes randomly. This, there-
fore, assumes a static bandwidth and coding rate with these being 124kHz and 4/5.
The RSSI-based solution, as previously covered, assigns the parameter set to nodes
that gives the minimum viable airtime.
Overall, the following experiments allowed me to find the key deficiencies in the
current simple solutions to understand what direction more comprehensive solutions
would need to take to improve the scalability of LoRaWAN. These experiments also
helped me reaffirm my understanding of what aspects of LoRaWAN can be most im-
proved upon for the best gain in scalability. Therefore, I will start by describing the
four key distributions that I will reference going forward as I analyse the following
experiments. Then I will detail the duty cycle experiments, the spreading factor ex-
periments, followed by my comparison of how the two collision models impact network
performance. The initial experiments will only use the simple collision model until
collision model comparison section.
4.3.1 Four Key Distributions
During my exploration of LoRaWAN, I tested a large range of node distributions and
settled on four distinct distributions that allowed me to highlight key performance
differences between current solutions. I have labelled these four distributions as such;
near, ideal, equal, and undulating. The first two distributions function as much more
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ideal distributions for a LoRaWAN network but require some logic to maximise for
optimal scalability. The last two distributions are not ideal and will test the logic of a
solution further can highlight key flaws.
Near Distribution The first key node distribution to describe is the near distri-
bution as shown by Figure 4.3 where every node is located within the transmission
distance limit from the base station for spreading factor seven. This guarantees that
all nodes can viably use any spreading factor given the correct transmission power
is also assigned. This distribution represents a very ideal distribution for LoRaWAN


























Figure 4.3: Near distribution with a region-based map and distribution map.
As an example for the next three key distributions, Figure 4.3 represents two inter-
pretations of the network and node distribution. The interpretation on the left shows
the network as a set of six regions with the lowest spreading factor that can viably be
used for that region stated inside it. These spreading factors have been listed in a line
and labelled as SF. In addition to this, the minimum viable transmission power for
each region is also stated. This transmission power value is dependent on its region’s
minimum viable spreading factor. These two parameters describe the lowest spreading
factor and transmission power values a node can use for its transmissions to be received
and decoded for a given region. If a different spreading factor is assigned to a node in
a given region, this will also impact the minimum viable transmission power. Finally,
this interpretation also has the number of nodes assigned within a given region listed
under the label of Node Counts.
The right-hand interpretation of the network in Figure 4.3 is generated from the
left-hand interpretation. The number of nodes listed in each region in the left hand
interpretation defines how the nodes are distributed in the simulation environment.
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This representation is consistent for all presented distributions. The right-hand inter-
pretation has an x and y-axis representing the total diameter distance of the network
environment. The green circle in this interpretation shows the area within the environ-
ment where a node could viably transmit, given the correct parameters. If a node were
to exist outside of this green circle, the distance to the base station would be too great
for a transmission to be received. For the near distribution, a network of 1200 nodes
has been, used with all nodes being assigned to the nearest spreading factor region
(spreading factor seven).
Ideal Distribution The second key node distribution is the ideal distribution shown
by Figure 4.4 which gained its name due to perfectly suiting the nature of the RSSI-
based solution and fair solutions proposed by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel
et al. (2018). This distribution causes the available spreading factors to be assigned to
nodes in a way that optimises network scalability, assuming a static inter-packet arrival
time. This node distribution allows the solutions I mostly focus on to be analysed in
their ideal environment with their best possible results. With these results, these





























Figure 4.4: Ideal distribution with a region-based map and distribution map.
Equal distribution The third key distribution is the equal distribution shown by
Figure 4.5 where there is an equal number of nodes assigned to each spreading factor
region as shown by the figure’s region map. This distribution is closer to a uniform
distribution than the previous distributions and is not ideal for a LoRaWAN network
due to the nature of the spreading factor parameter. This distribution will effectively
































Figure 4.5: Equal distribution with a region-based map and distribution map.
Undulating distribution The fourth key distribution is the undulating distribution
shown by Figure 4.6, where nodes are clustered in three spreading factor regions to
create an undulating distribution. This distribution is effective at testing a solution’s
logic for handling inconsistent node distributions while still using parameters effectively
to increase scalability. I formed this final distribution during further simulation of the


























Figure 4.6: Undulating distribution with a region-based map and distribution map.
4.3.2 The Impact of the Duty Cycle Parameter
When initially experimenting with LoRaWAN networks, the first parameter I tried
to understand was the duty cycle parameter, since it has a significant influence on,
not just the scalability but also, the potential applications for LoRaWAN. During
these experiments, I simulated a simple collision model LoRaWAN network using one
spreading factor and made every other parameter static so that only one variable
was adjusted. This variable was the duty cycle and the static variables were the
transmission power (14dB), coding rate (4/5), spreading factor (SF7), and bandwidth
(125kHz) parameters.
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The reason I started with a network using only one spreading factor was that if a
static duty cycle is assigned, then the spreading factor of a node will not impact the
total amount of time transmitting. Therefore, using more spreading factors will only
approximately increase the network capacity at a linear rate with each added spreading
factor. This is why I chose to explore the impact of the duty cycle parameter first
instead of the impact of adding spreading factors to a network. Also, by using only
one spreading factor (SF7) and static parameters, the simulation is limited to using
the near distribution shown by Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.7: Results from simulating three LoRaWAN networks with different duty
cycles.
Figure 4.7 shows the DER results from exploring how the duty cycle parameter
can impact a LoRaWAN network. The only network that performed at a marginally
acceptable DER was the network with a duty cycle of 0.1% and a node count of 100.
The networks with duty cycles of 1% and 10% both performed extremely poorly.
Although, the duty cycle parameter functions as the maximum limit of how often a
node can transmit but allowing nodes to operate at this level of potential throughput
will cause poor scalability, as shown in Figure 4.7. Therefore, my next experiments
and focus will use networks that perform with a maximum duty cycle of 1% and 0.1%
to ensure I am applying solutions to networks that have the potential to scale.
Another aspect to note is that, due to the spreading factor’s effect on packet trans-
mission time, enforcing nodes to operate at a static duty cycle in a network can cause
an inconsistent throughput of transmissions. This is because lower spreading factor
nodes will transmit much more frequently, meaning they are operating differently to
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the other nodes which may not fit an application’s requirements. Therefore, a duty
cycle that is acceptable for spreading factor twelve will be calculated and the resulting
inter-packet arrival time from this will be applied to all other nodes using different
spreading factors. This would permit networks to use channels that have a higher duty
cycle than 0.1%.
4.3.3 The Impact of the Spreading Factor Parameter
The next aspect of LoRaWAN networks I simulated was the impact of the spreading
factor especially concerning static duty cycles or inter-packet arrival times. Not only
was I interested in the impact of this parameter but also in how the RSSI-based solution
I had found compared to assigning parameters to nodes randomly.
This section will use the max transmission power variant of the RSSI-based solution
implemented by Bor et al. (2016), as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. To clarify, the RSSI-
based solution being analysed controls the spreading factor parameter of nodes to
minimise the airtime of that node’s transmissions to achieve the smallest airtime while
ensuring transmissions are viable. To minimise the airtime of a node with a static
bandwidth, the spreading factor must be adjusted (a lower spreading factor reduces
airtime). Adjusting the spreading factor parameter also adjusts the required sensitivity
for a viable transmission as shown by Table 4.1. Therefore, the RSSI of a node can be
used as a measure of whether a transmission will be viable or not while reducing the
node’s airtime by adjusting its spreading factor parameter. Therefore, the RSSI-based
solution assigns the parameters to nodes that ensure the minimum viable airtime of its
transmissions.
The random parameter assignment solution assigns parameters to nodes randomly.
This latter solution is, therefore, a random solution and will function as a benchmark to
show how randomly assigning parameters causes LoRaWAN to scale poorly, due to the
caveats of LoRaWAN and the many parameters available for nodes to alter. The RSSI-
based solution will be used as a benchmark for comparison against the random solution
to show how a LoRaWAN network can perform significantly better by implementing
some alternative logic. Although, the RSSI-based solution is also be used to show a
lack of adaptability in some scenarios since its logic is still simple.
The RSSI-based solution will be compared to the random parameter assignment
solution while using all spreading factors. By adopting all available spreading factors,
both solutions have an opportunity to differentiate significantly from each other.
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These comparisons will run across four different experiments with each experiment
using one of the four previously stated key distributions. In terms of the applied duty
cycle, all nodes will operate with an inter-packet arrival time that equals a node using
the parameter settings of SF12, BW125kHz,CR4/5, with a packet size of 20bits and
low data rate optimisation enabled while operating at a duty cycle of 0.1%. Given that
this would cause a packet airtime of 1318.9ms, this translates to a node transmitting
approximately every 22 minutes at a duty cycle of 0.1% and every 2.2 minutes at a
duty cycle of 1%.
Since a static inter-packet arrival time is assigned to all nodes in the simulation
network, each node requires a different duty cycle to be applied to it depending on
its given spreading factor. This is because the spreading factor parameter changes the
transmission time of packets and, therefore, impacts a node’s duty cycle on a given
channel. Therefore, Table 4.4 presents the duty cycles that will be assigned to nodes
based on their assigned spreading factor. These values can be thought of as converted
equivalents to the spreading factor twelve duty cycle of 0.1% or 1% so that every node
transmits with the same inter-packet arrival time.
Table 4.4: Duty cycle values for each spreading factor group.
Spreading Factors
SF11 SF10 SF9 SF8 SF7
SF12 Duty Cycle 0.1% 0.056% 0.028% 0.014% 0.008% 0.004%
SF12 Duty Cycle 1% 0.56% 0.28% 0.14% 0.08% 0.04%
RSSI versus Random, Near Distribution Figure 4.8 represents the DER results
when comparing the RSSI-based solution (static max transmission power variant) and
random solution with the near distribution. Figure 4.8 shows that, typically, both
solutions perform similarly except at higher node counts with a duty cycle of 1% where
the random solution performs better. These DER results show the average DER across
all spreading factor groups for the whole network.
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Figure 4.8: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions while using
different duty cycles with a near distribution.
The random solution performed better at higher node counts for the 1% duty cycle
experiments due to two key reasons. The first is the use of multiple spreading factors
and the second is how the random solution assigns transmission powers. Because
the random solution randomly assigns the spreading factor parameter, each spreading
factor value is used approximately as often as each other value. This means in this
scenario, the random solution will innately leverage the advantage of multiple spreading
factors better than the RSSI-based solution which, in this scenario, will only assign the
spreading factor value of 7, as seen in Figure 4.9. At high node counts when the
network becomes limited by traffic, the random solution will perform better.
Also, because the transmission power parameter is being assigned randomly, many
nodes are being assigned a non-viable transmission power, leading to their packets never
being received at the base station. This results in less traffic and a decreased probability
for collision for other node transmissions. This causes an increase in DER because,
rather than losing multiple transmissions to collisions, some are received consistently
while others are lost due to noise. Although, this may not be desired since it leads to
many nodes being ineffective and wastes hardware resources. This second key reason
highlights a crucial aspect of designing solutions where the path loss and required
transmission power to transmit to a given base station must be acknowledged.
It is important to acknowledge this since a collision between two transmissions
results in two lost packets while a non-viable transmission only results in one. This
shows that correctly assigning transmission powers may lead to an overall lower DER for
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a network with a large number of nodes, but it means that every node has a probability
for its transmission to be received. Therefore, the RSSI-based solution performs more
consistently when compared to the random solution in terms of ensuring every node
can viably transmit to the base station and maintains a similar DER across all nodes.
Figure 4.9: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions’ spreading
factor groups while using different duty cycles with a near distribution and 1000 nodes.
Figure 4.9 shows the DER of each node group for both the random and RSSI-based
solutions operating on networks with a 0.1% and 1% duty cycle. This is very important
to analyse along with the overall DER because analysing the individual spreading factor
groups can show major flaws in how some solutions operate.
When analysing the DER of the spreading factor groups, the random solution op-
erates with a consistent decrease in DER as the spreading factor increases with this
being best shown by the network with a 1% duty cycle. This is not as clear at a
duty cycle of 0.1% because of the lack of traffic. This is an expected result since each
spreading factor group will have approximately the same amount of nodes and, due
to the transmission time impact of the spreading factor, higher spreading factors will
cause more collisions per added node to their group.
The interesting aspect of this simulation was how the RSSI-based solution operated
with a major flaw. This flaw is shown in how it does not maximise the benefit of
orthogonal transmissions with the spreading factor parameter. While this solution
does maximise data rate and decrease energy consumption, it can lead to significantly
less scalability and is even outperformed by randomly assigning parameters since this
solution is only utilising one spreading factor.
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RSSI vs Random, Ideal Distribution Figure 4.10 represents the DER results of
networks operating with the ideal distribution as shown by Figure 4.4. The expectation
of this simulation is to show the RSSI-based solution operating exceptionally well which
is entirely due to the distribution while further flaws of the random solution will be
highlighted.
Figure 4.10: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions while using
different duty cycles with an ideal distribution.
Figure 4.10 shows that for both duty cycle experiments, the RSSI based solution
performs very well and can viably support (DER > 90%) up to 3000 and 300 nodes with
one base station at the duty cycles of 0.1% and 1% respectively. This is significantly
better than the performance of the random solution where it could not viably support
the network at any node count.
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Figure 4.11: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions spreading
factor groups while using different duty cycles with an ideal distribution and 1000
nodes.
Figure 4.11 shows why the RSSI-based solution performed so well and the random
solution did not. For the random solution, there is a peak in DER for the middle
spreading factor groups with a low at the high and low spreading factor groups. For
the network at 0.1%, this is mostly seen as a low DER in the low spreading factor
groups with the DER becoming more consistent after the middle group due to minimal
traffic.
The most important aspect is the low DER in the early spreading factor groups as
this is due to the random assignment of transmission powers to nodes. This results in
the lower spreading factors which do not have a large transmission distance performing
poorly due to requiring high transmission powers for transmissions to be decoded.
The RSSI-based solution shows a completely different outcome when looking at
Figure 4.11 where the DER across all spreading factor groups for both duty cycle sim-
ulations is approximately equal. This is due to the node distribution with it favouring
the logic of the RSSI-based solution. This is key to this solution achieving a high level
of scalability and shows that LoRaWAN can scale.
RSSI vs Random, Equal Distribution Figure 4.12 shows the random and RSSI-
based solutions operating on a network with an equal node distribution as shown
by Figure 4.5. Since this distribution shows a node shift that is not ideal, there is
an expectation that both solutions will begin to perform poorly since the physical
limitations of the spreading factors begin to impact the potential for scalability. The
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following figures will continue to highlight some more of the strengths presented by the
RSSI-based solution.
Figure 4.12: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions while using
different duty cycles with equal distribution.
Figure 4.12 shows the RSSI-based solution performing relatively well and signifi-
cantly better than the random solution. This is because of problems highlighted in
the previous experiment; with both solutions operating similarly but performing not
as well due to a less ideal scenario. Because of this, the RSSI-based solution could only
viably support 1000 and 100 nodes at a DER of, at least 90%, for the the 0.1% and
1% duty cycle networks respectively.
Figure 4.13: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions spreading
factor groups while using different duty cycles with equal distribution.
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Figure 4.13 shows the RSS- based solution having a consistent decrease in DER as
the spreading factor rises due to the equal number of nodes in each region and group.
Although, the random solution is shown to perform poorly due to similar reasons
as highlighted in the previous simulation. Interestingly, the random solution’s higher
spreading factor groups performed almost on par with the RSSI-based solution’s groups
due to no transmission power problems.
These results show that when more nodes are positioned further from the base
station, LoRaWAN does not scale as well. This is because these types of distributions
go against the underlying nature of LoRaWAN and how it operates.
RSSI vs Random, Undulating Distribution Figure 4.14 shows the performance
of the random and RSSI-based solutions when applied to a network with an undulating
node distribution as shown by Figure 4.6. This distribution creates three large clusters
of nodes that are separated by a spreading factor region. This results in testing a
solution’s ability to effectively assign parameters even when the distribution is not
consistent.
Figure 4.14: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions while using
different duty cycles with an undulating distribution.
Figure 4.14 shows that performance from both solutions has diminished again for
the RSSI-based solution but remained relatively similar for the random solution. The
random solution performs with similar results because the node distribution is very
similar to the equal distribution but the nodes are collapsed into three clusters, meaning
that the average node distance from the base station would be similar. The RSSI-
based solution’s performance diminishes because of a similar flaw experienced in the
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first simulations with the near distribution.
Figure 4.15: Results from comparing the random and RSSI-based solutions spreading
factor groups while using different duty cycles with an undulating distribution.
Figure 4.15 shows that the DER performance of the random and RSSI-based so-
lutions is very different from previous experiments with large changes between groups
being present as opposed to consistent changes. The changes can be attributed to the
fact that no nodes exist in the spreading factor regions of eight, ten, and twelve.
This lack of nodes in specific regions causes the RSSI-based solution to show no
DER for the co-relating spreading factor groups due to assigning no nodes to them.
Theoretically, similar performance (if not better) should be achievable for this distri-
bution when compared to the equal distribution but, due to the flaws in both of these
simple solutions, neither can achieve it.
Conclusion Overall, both of the simple solutions presented can achieve acceptable
results when applied to their ideal scenario but these solutions can perform far from
optimal when applied to non-ideal scenarios. The simulations also showed that Lo-
RaWAN scalability can begin to quickly diminish when moving past distributions such
as the ideal distribution.
The random solution showed that you cannot apply parameters randomly to de-
vices and expect viable results. Instead, a solution needs to respect the maximum
transmission distances achievable by spreading factors, the influence on transmission
distance that the transmission power provides, and the RSSI of nodes in a network. The
RSSI-based solution presented addresses some of these issues by ensuring nodes have a
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high enough transmission power for transmissions to be decoded and also ensures the
spreading factor being assigned to a node can reach the base station.
The RSSI-based solution showed that while assigning parameters to nodes that
give the shortest viable transmission time can achieve very effective results, it is not
very adaptable to the large range of node distributions that LoRaWAN may encounter.
Therefore, a better solution would need to be more adaptable by understanding that
sometimes the parameter set for the shortest airtime is not always optimal. This is
because it can lead to significant underuse of key parameters such as the spreading
factor parameter and increased congestion which results in excess collisions.
4.3.4 Simple vs Comprehensive Collision Models
Another key area to develop and understand to accurately simulate LoRaWAN net-
works is the collision model being used since most simulators only provide a simple
means to simulation transmission collisions. This is also important because, as cov-
ered in the literature review chapter, many of the advanced solutions proposed for
LoRaWAN networks implement methods that factor in imperfect orthogonality.
Therefore, this section of the chapter will cover simulations of the RSSI-based solu-
tion at both of the previously simulated duty cycles while using both collision models
and the ideal distribution as shown by Figure 4.4. This will, therefore, compare both
collision models operating on the best performing network so far.
An Unexpected Impact The first experiment completed when comparing the sim-
ple and comprehensive collision models was applying the RSSI-based solution to the
ideal distribution with both the 0.1% and 1% duty cycles. This was done for a wide
range of node counts (100 to 5000) to show the average DER across all spreading factor
groups. The goal of this experiment was to see if the comprehensive collision had an
impact on the overall DER of LoRaWAN networks.
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Figure 4.16: Results from comparing the two collision models I have implemented while
using both duty cycles, the RSSI-based solution, and ideal distribution.
Figure 4.16 shows the results from these simulations and, unexpectedly, does not
show a significant impact on the overall DER. I expected a noticeable impact on the
DER with the introduction of the comprehensive collision model that would lead to a
consistent decrease in LoRaWAN network scalability when poor solutions are applied
but the opposite for optimal solutions. Instead, the simulations for each comparable
duty cycle scaled similarly, with the only notable difference being at very high node
counts for the 1% duty cycle simulations.
I expected a general increase in the network DER for the comprehensive collision
model due to the introduction of the capture effect for intra-spreading factor collisions.
Instead of both transmissions being lost when two same spreading factor transmissions
collide, there is the possibility for one to be correctly decoded. Because of this, I
expected a consistent increase in DER for the network but, since this is not the case,
there must be another factor negatively impacting the network.
This finding led me to analyse the results further by assessing the DER of the
individual spreading factor groups. The next aspects for me to analyse are the changes
in the DER results of the individual spreading factor groups between the simple and
comprehensive collision model simulations. By assessing the network DER at a finer
level, more collision relationships can be represented and analysed.
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Figure 4.17: Results from analysing the individual spreading factor groups from the
collision model comparison.
Impact on the Individual Spreading Factor Groups Figure 4.17 shows the
results from analysing the individual spreading factor groups, with there being signifi-
cant differences. There are two key significant differences that stood out with analysing
Figure 4.17. The first key difference is when each group is compared between the col-
lision models as there are significant DER differences. The second key difference is
the contrast in performance between the two polar opposite spreading factor groups.
The simple collision model shows almost no difference between spreading factor groups
seven and twelve while the comprehensive collision model shows a 27% difference.
The significant differences in individual spreading factor group DERs between the
two collision model simulations but similar results for the overall DER is due to the
higher number of nodes in the spreading factor seven group. This large group of nodes
allows for the deficiencies in the higher groups to be hidden when the overall DER
is calculated. These deficiencies shown in the higher spreading factor groups for the
comprehensive collision model is due to the transmission power scheme used by these
simple solutions. This is where the max transmission power is applied to all nodes in
the network leading to lower spreading factor nodes having strong RSSIs.
This insight matches the results shown in Figure 4.17 and caused me to develop
metrics on which spreading factor groups are interfering with each other and how large
the interference impact is on the total packets sent for a group. Interestingly, I found
that the only spreading factor group that interfered with the transmissions from other
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groups was the spreading factor seven group. Therefore, the inter-spreading factor
interference metrics solely centres around this group.
Figure 4.18: Results from analysing the impact that spreading factor seven transmis-
sions have on other spreading factor groups for the comprehensive collision mode.
Figure 4.18 shows the percentage of the total transmissions for an individual spread-
ing factor group that have been interfered with by the spreading factor seven group.
As previously expected, the severity of the impact increases with the increase of the
spreading factor group with spreading factor group twelve being impacted the most.
When counting the number of packets that have been lost due to inter-spreading
factor interference, then treating these as correctly received, an overall increase in
DER across all spreading factor groups occurs. This matches my initial expectations
for implementing the comprehensive model but means there is a key factor impeding
the applied solution. This also shows that a better representation of the real-world
impacts the scalability of LoRaWAN. Importantly, the comprehensive collision model
reveals flaws in some solutions that the simple collision model does not show.
The flaw shown in the applied RSSI-based solution is the transmission power scheme
used since it is leading to spreading factor seven nodes having excessively high RSSIs.
This causes the near-far problem to become present in the simulated LoRaWAN net-
works and, therefore, leads to less scalability. This impact on scalability is mostly
noted in higher spreading factor groups and is significantly worse for the most distant
of nodes in their respective group regions. Further analysis of individual groups would
likely find that the nearest nodes in a group’s region would not face much interference
from spreading factor seven group nodes. Instead, the most distant nodes in these
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regions would be contributing to all of the inter-spreading factor collisions.
Conclusion Overall, the simple and comprehensive collision models showed signifi-
cant differences but, instead of the differences being in the overall DER of LoRaWAN
networks, the differences were better represented in the fairness of metrics across the
spreading factor groups. The more realistic simulation environment showed discrep-
ancies between the spreading factor group metrics produced from the comprehensive
collision model and the simple collision model.
These discrepancies indicated potential improvements or considerations to make
when designing solutions to scale LoRaWAN better. These improvements primarily
focus on the potential transmission power schemes that can be applied to LoRaWAN
since inter-spreading factor collisions are purely due to RSSI differences between nodes.
The only way to mitigate these differences is to physically move the nodes, to reduce
the transmission power of the interfering node, or to increase the transmission power
of the interfered node.
With an effective transmission power scheme implemented, I expect that the com-
prehensive collision model will show more insight into network performance than the
simple collision model. This will allow for a deeper understanding of the collision rela-
tionships for building solutions that can better scale LoRaWAN networks. Therefore,
for future simulations, only the comprehensive collision model will be implemented.
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Chapter 5
Fair Allocation for Transmission
Parameters
In this chapter, I will detail my solution called the Fair Allocation for Transmission
Parameters (FATP) for LoRaWAN. FATP includes a spreading factor assigning algo-
rithm, transmission power allocation scheme, and a minimum distance rule for node
distribution.
The spreading factor assigning algorithm is responsible for assigning the spreading
factor parameter to nodes. The transmission power parameter is assigned to nodes
using a separate algorithm, in the form of a logical scheme, due to this parameter
introducing a different problem to solve for LoRaWAN. The spreading factor assigning
algorithm mitigates the problem of optimising the spreading factor parameter while
the transmission power scheme mitigates the capture effect problem. This key differ-
ence in problems results in splitting the transmission power parameter from the other
parameters for its algorithm.
I will also detail the phases my parameter allocation algorithm went through to
change from the approach by Reynders et al. (2017) to my final solution. This will
break my spreading factor assigning algorithm into two sections with each section
covering a core function of the algorithm. I will also show how FATP differs to the
related work it is based off and how it improves upon other solutions such as the
RSSI-based solution.
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5.1 The Fairness Ideology
The basis of my work follows the idea presented by Reynders et al. (2017) where the
fairness of collision probability is the primary goal; The key factor of this ideology is
that the collision probability across nodes will vary due to the differences in spreading
factor. Reynders et al. (2017) provide the idea that to scale LoRaWAN networks
effectively, the collision probability and, therefore, the DER of the spreading factor
groups, must be fair and equal. This creates a fair network that, when scaled, every










• psf = Percentage of nodes that should use Spreading Factor S.
• S = Given Spreading Factor.
• i = Index of Spreading Factor.
The work by Reynders et al. (2017) can be summarised by Equation 5.1, which is
presented in Section 3.2.4. This equation describes the ideal percentages of the total
node pool to assign to each spreading factor group with the outcome of applying this























Ideal Node Counts for Spreading Factor Groups
Figure 5.1: LoRaWAN network at 1000 nodes.
Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of how the spreading factors are assigned across
a LoRaWAN network of 1000 nodes. This distribution is the ideal outcome when
assigning the transmission parameters to nodes to follow the fairness ideology presented
by Reynders et al. (2017).
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The fairness idea resonates with my beliefs on the best way to scale LoRaWAN
but Equation 5.1 relies on some unrealistic assumptions that prevent it from being
adaptable to non-ideal scenarios. To apply Equation 5.1 and meet the percentage
demands of this equation, the assumption is made that enough nodes can viably use
each of the desired node counts for each spreading factor. Due to path loss limitations,
this may not be possible and, therefore, this ideology needs adapting to the demands
of a real environment.
Therefore, my motivation is to extend the base logic of Equation 5.1 to be adaptable
to the real world limitations imposed by differing node distributions.
5.2 The Philosophy and Focus
Like the work covered by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018), FATP
focuses on the fairness of assigning parameters to nodes to optimise a given network.
This fairness leads to every node approximately having the same collision probability
when transmitting. Therefore, when FATP is operating optimally, the DER for one
node in the network should be approximately the same as every other node due to
every node sharing an approximately equivalent collision probability. Like the solution
by Reynders et al. (2017), the initial basis of how FATP assigns parameters follows
Equation 5.1.
Equation 3.1 factors in that the spreading factor parameter impacts a node’s time
on-air and, therefore, a node’s collision probability. This impact from the spreading
factor means that if you want every node to have the same collision probability then
you will need to understand that as you move through the spreading factors (from low
to high), you will need to assign the current spreading factor to fewer nodes than the
previous spreading factor. Equation 3.1 calculates this effectively by understanding
the relationship between the spreading factor parameter and the number of chips each
spreading factor uses.
The next step is to take this already established philosophy and make it adaptable
since both versions by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) struggle
to adapt to non-ideal scenarios. Both implementations use a blanket logic that does
not adjust when the ideal philosophy can not be viably carried out due to path loss
restrictions. Creating an adaptable iteration of this solution was difficult because
forming a closed solution like Equation 3.1 that also addresses the variation of path
loss across nodes and the receiver sensitivity of spreading factors would be complex.
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I, therefore, looked to an iterative algorithm that would achieve a near-optimal
solution by stepping through the method of assigning parameters to nodes. This made
the problem easier to think about and solve to see if it was an improvement or viable
for LoRaWAN networks. This is because forming a closed solution requires an entirely
complete understanding of the problem of how the path loss limitations imposed by
real-world distributions can make the distributions desired by Equation 3.1 impossible.
By using an iterative solution, the overall problem can be formed into an algorithm
which can solve it in a logical manner that can also be followed in a step-wise order.
This allows for an easier implementation that can be reactive to differences between
the real-world and ideal scenarios Equation 3.1 would suit.
The iterative solution will look to break the problem into a logical order and assign
parameters to nodes so that transmission viability is guaranteed based on the current
network environment. To do this, I treated the spreading factors as groups to assign
nodes to. Therefore, each spreading factor group is a sub-network of the whole network.
When the desired number of nodes per spreading factor is calculated using Equation
3.1, the calculated numbers are treated as ideal targets to be met. These targets
indicate the preferred number of nodes to be assigned to each group.
FATP assigns parameters to nodes starting with spreading factor group seven and
moving up, from the nearest node first. This is because the lower spreading factor
groups are limited in how many nodes can be viably assigned to them due to the path
loss limitations. FATP’s focus is, therefore, on individual node fairness at a network-
wide scale by smartly grouping nodes. This differs from other solutions that iterate
through individual nodes and assign parameters based on optimal logic or philosophy
which can lead to a disconnect between the individual node and the state of the network.
By stepping through each spreading factor group in an iterative low to high method,
FATP can try to assign the desired number of nodes to each group and satisfy the
optimal philosophy until it finds a group where this is not possible. When this occurs,
this can be considered a break-point in the solution and some smart logic can be applied
to adapt the philosophy to the reality of the scenario. Understanding how to apply
smart logic at a break-point is the difficult part of creating an adaptable solution.
This is because falling back to a simple default method like the solutions by Reyn-
ders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) will create a non-adaptable solution.
Taking inspiration from other solutions such as the RSSI-based solution will also create
a solution that, by default, will operate just like the RSSI-based solution in non-ideal
scenarios. Therefore, the smart solution aspect of any solution that is applied when a
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network does not follow the optimal logic of a solution will dictate how adaptable a
solution is.
5.3 Equalising the Groups
To implement near-optimal logic when a break-point occurs, I thought about what the
related solutions are trying to achieve. This is the idea of trying to reduce a node’s
collision probability or the network’s overall collision rate. This formed into an idea of
continually equalising the collision probabilities across all spreading factor groups with
the ideal outcome shown in Figure 5.2. Here is a scenario of a network that has the
same collision probability for each spreading factor group, showing that it is performing



























Spreading Factor Group 
Probability of Collision for each Spreading Factor 
Group
Figure 5.2: Scenario of a fair LoRaWAN network
As an example, an algorithm is attempting to assign nodes to the spreading factor
groups as prescribed by Equation 3.1 but a non-ideal node distribution scenario is
imposed on this network. As a result, the hypothetical algorithm encounters a break-
point at spreading factor group eight. This would indicate that there are not enough
viable nodes to satisfy the desired number for this group.
This is an opportunity to implement a smart deviation but, as a simple solution,
the algorithm assumes the later spreading factor groups evenly take on the left-over
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nodes. There are many ways to assign these nodes but, based on the simple solution
stated, the collision probability for each group could look approximately like Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 shows the approximate impact on each spreading factor’s group probability



























Spreading Factor Group 
Probability of Collision for each Spreading Factor 
Group
Figure 5.3: Scenario of an unfair LoRaWAN network with a cascading skew to higher
spreading factor groups.
Figure 5.3 shows a couple of interesting caveats when redistributing nodes to the
later spreading factor groups, especially in an even manner. While the probabilities
approximately show the general trend, it is expected that an overall increase in the
collision probability for spreading factor groups nine to twelve will occur. Also, due
to the increasing transmission time of higher spreading factors, each node added to a
higher spreading factor group impacts the collision probability more than the addition
of nodes to the lower spreading factor groups. Therefore, a node may not be equal to
another node in terms of its impact on collision probability, depending on the compared
node’s spreading factors.
Therefore, when assessing the impact on spreading factor group collision probabil-
ities due to deviations from the ideal solution, it seems important to try to equalise
the graph representation of each spreading factor group through removing and adding
nodes to different groups. Also, due to the iterative nature of my proposed solution
direction, this equalisation idea leads to the idea of having to continually equalise the
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spreading factor group collision probabilities as the algorithm iterates.
This must be done while maintaining the non-equivalence of comparing node im-
pacts on collision probabilities between groups. The core problem to solve when imple-
menting an iterative solution is different from the one faced by closed solutions. Closed
solutions must solve the problem of fully understanding the scenario and accounting
for every variable to then solve the problem.
The problem for an iterative solution becomes trying to find a complexity efficient
algorithm that can solve this continual equalising of collision probabilities across all of
the spreading factor groups. There are some difficulties in solving this problem which
I will highlight in the following sections; where each section establishes the solutions I
formed as I worked through these problems.
The first algorithm I propose focuses on the problem of equalising the later groups
after encountering a break-point with a smart deviation from the ideal solution. The
second and improved algorithm I propose acknowledges that the first algorithm could be
closer to optimal and introduces a concept of backwards equalisation after encountering
a break-point.
5.4 Spreading Factor Assigning Algorithm: Iterative
Optimisation
Continuing from the previous section of equalising collision probabilities across the
spreading factor groups, this section will cover the first function of the spreading factor
assigning algorithm for FATP. This initial algorithm uses the core logic from Reynders
et al. (2017) as the smart logic for break-points to re-equalise the remaining spreading
factor groups. This dictates how to assign the nodes to the later groups that could not
be assigned to the break-point group.
Referring back to Figure 5.3, the base work by Reynders et al. (2017) can be used as
a smart solution when encountering a break-point. A subset of the network, including
the later groups, can be formed and the ideal number of nodes for this subset can be
calculated using Equation 5.1. The node population for this calculation includes the
nodes already assigned to these groups and the leftover nodes from the break-point
group. This allows the solution to re-equalise the collision probabilities as it moves




























Spreading Factor Group 
Probability of Collision for each Spreading Factor 
Group
Figure 5.4: Scenario of an unfair LoRaWAN network where groups nine to twelve have
been equalised.
Figure 5.4 shows what the result would approximately look like by re-applying the
Equation 5.1 on groups nine to twelve as a smart solution. This smart solution is
applied when the initial ideal number of nodes for a given group cannot be satisfied.
This results in an equal collision probability for these groups that is marginally greater
than the already iterated groups.
This solution of forming a sub-network of the later groups following a break-point
group can be continually applied every time a break-point is encountered. By doing so,
the solution can continually equalise the spreading factor groups and achieve a near-
optimal solution, by breaking the overall problem into smaller problems every time a
real-world constraint is encountered.
Algorithm Terms:
• IDEAL: An array containing the ideal number of nodes to be assigned to each
spreading factor group based on 5.1
• VIABLE: An array containing the total number of nodes that could be viably
assigned to each spreading factor group. This is obtained by checking which
spreading factors each of the nodes can viably use and taking a tally of this for
each spreading factor group.
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• SF: A list that contains the number of nodes to assign to each spreading factor
group.
• index: The index count of each element of the VIABLE array when looping.
• viable_count: The value of the given element at point index in VIABLE.
• dist_recalc(index, NODE_COUNT − used_total): A method that uses 5.1 to
recalculate the ideal node distribution for a given set of spreading factor groups
(found using index) and the node count to be assigned across the groups.
Algorithm 1 Spreading Factor Assigning Algorithm extract
Inputs: IDEAL, VIABLE, NODE_COUNT.
Output: SF.
1: used_total = 0 . Total nodes assigned to sf groups so far.
2: for each index, viable_count ∈ VIABLE do
3: difference = viable_count - used_total . Finds differences between available
nodes to this sf and desired number.
4: IF IDEAL[index] ≤ difference: . Desired nodes can be fulfilled.
5: SF.append(IDEAL[index])
6: used_total + = IDEAL[index]
7: ELSE . Less than desired nodes are available.
8: SF.append(difference)
9: used_total + = difference
10: IDEAL = dist_recalc(index, NODE_COUNT − used_total) .
Recalculate the number of desired nodes per sf for later sf groups.
11: end for
This initial solution describes the first function and can be seen in Algorithm 1 with
a time complexity of O(n), with n being the number of spreading factor groups. A
for-loop is applied to iterate through the groups attempting to achieve a near optimal
outcome. This general layout forms the basis of my final solution and shows the least
computationally complex model. Although, this basic solution has some problems that
can be encountered and it will not apply well to all scenarios. This is because once the
algorithm iterates past a group, there is no consideration of how the outcome of that
group impacts the overall fairness of all previous groups.
In a bad scenario, this solution can operate much like the RSSI-based solution,
where each node is assigned the parameters that give it the minimum air-time. This
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can occur when many of the nodes are positioned far from the base station, causing the
lower spreading factors to be inapplicable to most nodes, resulting in a very ineffective
network. This can be partially seen in Figure 5.4, where groups seven and eight have
unequal collision probabilities with group seven being the greater. This is due to the
break-point encountered by group eight where there were not enough viable nodes to
be assigned.
This outcome will guarantee that all nodes will be viably operating but each time a
break-point occurs, the network will shift further away from the most optimal outcome
with this being the distribution described by Equation 5.1. With each break-point that
occurs, the initial form of my FATP will also move away from the near-optimal solution
that is enforced by the real-world node distribution. This is because the groups that
precede a break-point are not guaranteed to be optimal for the reality of the scenario
when applying Algorithm 1.
This is a key problem with trying to iterate through the groups to achieve a near
optimal outcome because the future outcomes when iterating and their impact on
spreading factor assigning cannot be predicted. This means that allocation to groups
that precede break-point groups may be non-optimal for the reality of a scenario. This
problem led to me creating a better solution, where a form of backwards equalisation
is implemented to re-equalise the previous groups to each break-point.
5.5 Iterative Issues
Further insight into the results from Figure 5.4 and, more specifically, spreading factor
groups seven and eight show that further improvement can be made even though the
scenario solution has already iterated through these groups. This is because of the
difference in the collision probability between spreading factor groups seven and eight,
with group seven being greater. Due to the rule where if for any spreading factor a
node can viably use, it can, therefore, viably use any higher spreading factor, nodes
could be shifted from group seven to group eight to equalise this difference in collision
probability. This can be done by reapplying Equation 3.1 to these two groups as a
subset of the network, much like in Figure 5.4.
This works for group seven and eight in this scenario because the nodes are being
assigned to a higher spreading factor group, which is guaranteed to viably support
these nodes in terms of path loss. Although, iterating through the groups and creating
subsets of the network to equalise can lead to a circular logic. This outcome of circular
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logic depends on how you optimise the already iterated through groups.
An example of this is that the example solution continues with the scenario shown
by Figure 5.4 and iterates through to group nine, encountering another break-point.
If the break-point causes group nine to have a lower collision probability than group
eight, we can apply the previous break-point optimisation again on group eight and
nine. Although, this is going to impact the fairness of collision probabilities between
groups seven, eight, and nine since group eight’s collision probability will decrease.
This will then require group seven to be re-equalised to maintain optimal fairness of
collision probabilities.
Scenarios like this can lead to a circular logic of going back and forth between
network subsets. This can be remedied by grouping all of the groups before the latest
break-point and equalising these. This would essentially start the algorithm again
but with a better understanding of the real-world path loss limitations and, therefore,
imitate a divide and conquer philosophy of the spreading factor groups. This only
works because the given scenario shows repeated break-points occurring. A divide and
conquer attitude can create a disconnect between group fairness which occurs when
the logic for creating sub-networks to optimise is implemented poorly. This can lead to
further circular logic and a computationally expensive algorithm that runs more than
what is actually required.
Therefore, in the following section, I present my final algorithm for assigning
transmission parameters which implements a rule for the backwards equalisation that
achieves a near-optimal outcome given the real-world implications.
5.6 Spreading Factor Assigning Algorithm: Reverse
Iterative Optimisation
This section introduces the second function of the spreading factor assigning algorithm
and also shows the complete algorithm. To simplify the iterative problems and algo-
rithmic requirements in the previous section, I accept the idea that near-optimal is the
likely outcome to achieve an efficient and effective algorithm. I implemented a sim-
ple logic to achieve this that simplifies the problem of when to create sub-networks of
groups to then equalise. The simple logic works with the idea that the already-iterated
groups can only be optimised further when a break-point occurs if a specific rule is
met. This rule is that there must be a cascading increase in collision probability (or
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approximately similar collision probability) when reverse looping through the groups
from the break-point group. This allows for a logical stop point to be found when
the rule is not true while guaranteeing that each group included before optimising can



























Spreading Factor Group 
Probability of Collision for each Spreading Factor 
Group
Figure 5.5: Scenario of LoRaWAN sub-network with a break-point at group ten.
This knowingly results in a near-optimal outcome since it allows for whichever group
is before the logical stop point to possibly be non-optimal. This can be shown with
a scenario where for example, Algorithm 2 is iterating through the spreading factor
groups in Figure 5.5 and has encountered a break-point at group ten.
From this point, the hypothetical solution begins to iterate backwards while imple-
menting the proposed rule to find a stop point to then sub-network the groups between
the stop point and the break-point. This rule causes the solution to initially compare
group nine to ten to see if group nine has an approximately equal or greater collision
probability. This is true; therefore, the same comparison is made between groups eight
and nine with this being followed by a comparison between groups seven and eight. At
the comparison between groups seven and eight, a stop point is found since the collision
probability of group seven is lesser than group eight. Therefore, as by the proposed
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Spreading Factor Group 
Probability of Collision for each Spreading Factor 
Group
Figure 5.6: Scenario of a LoRaWAN sub-network showing near-optimal nature of FATP.
The near-optimal nature of this solution is because this could lead to group seven
having a higher collision probability than group eight, as shown in Figure 5.6. This is
because the re-equalisation between the stop point and the break-point will shift nodes
from the lower spreading factors to the higher spreading factors. This can be seen in
the change from Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.6 for groups eight to ten. This shows the near-
optimal nature of the Algorithm 2 where optimal would require further equalisation of
these groups and risk implementing circular logic for marginal gains.
New Algorithm Terms:
• Recalculate and Assign Method, recalc_assign(pindex, index): calculates the
ideal node distribution for the given spreading factor groups using a start and
stop index and then assigns the number of calculated nodes to these groups.
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Algorithm 2 Spreading Factor Assigning Algorithm.
Inputs: IDEAL, VIABLE, NODE_COUNT.
Output: SF.
1: used_total = 0 . Total nodes assigned to sf groups so far.
2: for each index, viable_count ∈ V IABLE do
3: difference = viable_count - used_total . Finds differences between available
4: . nodes to this sf and desired number.
5:
6: if IDEAL[index] ≤ difference: . Desired nodes can be fulfilled.
7: SF.append(IDEAL[index])
8: used_total + = IDEAL[index]
9: end if
10: else . Less than desired nodes are available.
11: SF.append(difference)
12: used_total + = difference
13: IDEAL = dist_recalc(NODE_COUNT − used_total) . Recalculate the
14: . number of desired nodes per sf for later sf groups.
15:
16: if index > 0:
17: pindex = index
18: loop = true
19: while pindex >= 0 and loop:
20: pindex = pindex - 1
21: equivalent = (actual[pindex+1] / ideal[pindex+1]) * ideal[pindex]
22: . Convert current group to number of nodes in previous group.
23: loop = equivalent <= actual[pindex]
24: end while
25: recalc_assign(pindex, index) . Calculate ideal number of nodes for
26: . given groups and assign.
27: end if
28: end else
29: end for each
This logic is implemented in Algorithm 2 which operates with a time complexity
of O(n2), with n being the number of spreading factor groups. This algorithm starts
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with three inputs: how many desired nodes per group called IDEAL, how many nodes
can be assigned to each spreading factor group in total called VIABLE, and the total
number of nodes in the network called NODE_COUNT. To clarify, each element in
VIABLE corresponds to a spreading factor group and has a count of how many nodes
could be viably assigned to that given group. From these inputs, the algorithm outputs
a list of the number of nodes for each spreading factor group. This list of node counts
indicates how many nodes to assign to each spreading factor group, starting at the
nearest node in terms of RSSI and iterating through each node in descending RSSI
order.
The algorithm then creates a variable called used_total to keep a track of how
many nodes have been currently assigned to already iterated groups. It then begins
to loop through each of the elements of VIABLE. The algorithm uses the used_count
and the viable_count variables to find how many viable nodes that have not already
been assigned to a group can then be assigned to the current spreading factor group.
From this value, the algorithm can either follow the ideal scenario where the desired
numbers of nodes can be assigned or it can deviate if the desired path is not possible.
If the desired situation at line six is possible, then the algorithm will simply iterate to
the next element in VIABLE.
If this desired outcome is not possible, it assigns the number of nodes that are
possible (this being less than ideal), with this being a break-point group. At this
point, the algorithm follows the deviation path and adds the left-over nodes from the
break-point group to the population of nodes for the next spreading factor groups.
This new greater population of nodes can be re-equalised to build a new IDEAL list
for the next groups, just like in Algorithm 1.
If the loop is past the first iteration when encountering a break-point, it proceeds
to implement the proposed backwards equalisation solution. The algorithm iterates
backwards, comparing the collision probability of the previous group to the current
group to find the logical stop point. This then allows a sub-network to be formed for
equalisation to produce a more optimal network.
For the algorithmic solution, the collision probability comparison is done by using
the calculated IDEAL list. Using this, the number of nodes currently assigned to
each of the groups can be directly compared by converting one of the group’s node
count to a value that is relative to the other group’s node count. This is because the
relationship between fair collision probabilities is maintained by the elements in IDEAL
and these can be used to generate conversion ratios. This allows a direct comparison
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of collision probability since the node count for each group relative to their group’s
collision probability impact is maintained.
A scenario to explain this: for example, there are two spreading factor groups,
group seven and eight with group seven having 50 nodes and group eight having 30
nodes. Each node with spreading factor eight will have a greater impact on collision
probability in its respective group than each node in group seven. Therefore, each node






• csfn = The converted count of nodes of sf group 1 into sf group 2.
• asfn = The actual number of nodes in a given sf group.
• isfn = The ideal number of nodes for a given sf group.
These groups can be compared using the ideal number of nodes for each group
produced by Equation 3.1 to represent the conversion ratios with the result being
shown by Equation 5.2. Since each ideal number of nodes for each group are directly
equivalent in terms of conversion, a group’s number of nodes can be divided over its
respective ideal number of nodes and then multiplied against the other group’s ideal
number of nodes. This will give an equivalent number for comparison in the other
spreading factor group.
A key factor in implementing this backwards equalisation solution is that the newly
calculated ideal number of nodes for each spreading factor group for a sub-network is
guaranteed to be viable. This is because the node counts for all groups before a break-
point group, up to the logical stop point will only ever decrease and never increase.
Algorithm 5.2 continues through these steps for each spreading factor group and
applies the given smart logic at each break-point until all nodes are assigned to groups
in a near-optimal manner. This summarises the main aspect of the spreading factor
assigning algorithm for a network assuming static coding rate, bandwidth, and channel.
5.7 Transmission Power Scheme
With the spreading factor assigning algorithm being more computationally complex
than other solutions referenced in the literature chapter, I sought to have a simple but
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effective transmission power scheme. Other transmission schemes such as those from
Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) are typically complex and require
multiple comparisons per node since they both seek to optimally reduce the problem
of imperfect orthogonality. This is done by balancing the transmission power of nodes
so that they only interfere with nodes within their spreading factor group.
Both of these reviewed transmission power schemes operated in a theoretical and
impossible scenario. This is because these schemes operated and applied their logic
to a receiver sensitivity range that is outside of the capabilities of LoRaWAN devices,
meaning that attempted transmissions would be too weak to be received. This causes
nodes to abandon the transmission power scheme logic and adopt higher transmission
values so that their transmissions would be received and not lost to path loss. For my
scheme, I looked to start with a simple solution and enforce realistic requirements. This
included requirements such as if a packet does not have enough power to reach a given
base station, it will be lost. FATP, like others, will focus on reducing or eliminating
cross spreading factor collisions, reducing the transmission power to increase a node’s
longevity, and factoring for real-world path loss limitations.
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(a) Network with all nodes in the first region.

















(b) Network with an ideal distribution of
nodes.
Figure 5.7: Regions by distance for scenario LoRaWAN network distributions.
Figure 5.7 shows as the spreading factor parameter increases, the maximum distance
a node can transmit increases. But Figure 5.7 also shows at which rough transmission
power a given spreading factor region (group) ends and the next region starts. The
first scenario is that all nodes (1200 nodes) are placed very near to the base station and
within the maximum distance range of spreading factor seven. The second scenario is
that the nodes are distributed across the spreading factor regions at the limit of what
Equation 3.1 and FATP can ideally support without having to apply smart logic to
adapt to non-ideal scenarios.
These two scenarios and the overall idea that the starting transmission power for a
spreading factor region changes for FATP, depending on the node distribution, is key to
understand because of the spreading factor quirks of LoRaWAN. One of these quirks is
where the lower spreading factor groups can support more nodes and maintain a lower
collision probability. From this point, I ascertained that to maximise the fairness of
spreading factor groups, the number of nodes for lower spreading factor groups needs
to be maximised.
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Because of this focus on fairness of collision probability, nodes with spreading factor
seven will have transmission powers ranging from the minimum to the maximum values.
The greater spreading factors will only have the transmission powers from numbers
shown at the edge of a given group’s previous region neighbour as a minimum to the
maximum possible transmission power. This is a by-product of Algorithm 2 and other
methods from Reynders et al. (2017). This is because these solutions assign the most
nodes to the spreading factor groups with shorter possible transmission distances and,
therefore, the smallest regions a node is likely to exist in, compared to higher spreading
factor regions.
Therefore, depending on the node distribution, spreading factor groups higher than
seven will likely have different minimum transmission powers, with node distributions
closer to Figure 5.7 (a) having lower minimum transmission powers. But as the node
distribution shifts out towards Figure 5.7 (b) or even to a uniform distribution and
further, the minimum transmission power for a region will increase. The main prod-
uct of this is a direct impact on the imperfect orthogonality problem since, as the
transmission power range for spreading factor groups change, the required solution to
mitigate imperfect orthogonality will vary. This creates a more complex problem, like
the initial problem of assigning nodes to groups, due to the limiting factors between
groups changing based on node distributions.
Algorithm Terms:
• NODES: A list that contains object instances for every node.
• LOSS: A list that contains the average path loss for all nodes.
• MINSENSI: A list that contains the minimum sensitivity for each spreading fac-
tor.
• TPOWERS: A list that contains all of the transmission powers to assign to each
node.
• max_txpow: The max possible transmission power value.
• floor(value):
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Algorithm 3 Transmission Power Scheme
Inputs: NODES, LOSS, MINSENSI.
Output: TPOWERS.
1: for each node ∈ NODES do
2: minsense = MINSENSI[node.sf-7]
3: TPOWERS[node] = max(2, max_txpow - floor(max_txpow - LOSS[node]) -
minsense)
4: if txpow > max_txpow:
5: TPOWERS[node] = max_txpow
6: end if
7: end for each
To address the problem of finding an effective transmission power scheme to mitigate
inter-spreading factor collisions, I implemented Algorithm 3 as proposed by Bor et al.
(2016), which has been widely used for various solutions as a very simple algorithm to
reduce energy consumption. Algorithm 3 begins by looping through each node in the
network, taking the expected or average path loss for these nodes and the expected
minimum sensitivity, and calculates their minimum viable transmission power. This
value is applied for each node and, if there is not a transmission power great enough
to allow a given node to viably transmit, it assigns the maximum. Although, this
assigning of the maximum transmission power would indicate that the spreading factor
assigning algorithm is functioning poorly and should be assessed.
I, therefore, recommend that only this transmission power scheme is paired with my
spreading factor assigning algorithm because of how it compliments the spreading factor
assigning algorithm. This is because of how the spreading factor assigning algorithm
assigns values in increasing order as it gets to nodes that are further away from the
given base station. This increasing change in parameter value as the node distance
increases coincides with how the transmission power assigning algorithm functions in
scenarios where the capture effect can be prevalent, like the node distribution scenario
shown in Figure 5.7 (b).
Since this algorithm requires a spreading factor assigning algorithm that functions
similar to my proposed algorithm, I implemented it with the previously simulated RSSI
solution while simulating the solution on a network with the ideal distribution at a duty
cycle of 1% with 1200 nodes. The results from this simulation are shown in Figure 5.8
where the results are compared to the RSSI solution that assigns the maximum possible
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transmission power to all nodes.
Figure 5.8: DER Results from comparing Algorithm 3 (RSSI_minTP) to one that
assigns the max transmission power to all nodes (RSSI_staticTP).
Figure 5.8 shows the DER results for each spreading factor group from the two com-
pared RSSI solutions. Implementing the minimum viable transmission power scheme
resulted in fairer DER results for each spreading factor group and an improvement
in DER for all groups, except spreading factor group seven. The improvement in the
DERs of all groups except group seven was due to a reduction in inter-spreading factor
collisions where spreading factor seven nodes interfere with nodes from other groups.
Interestingly, there was a reduction in the DER for spreading factor group seven due
to a significant reduction in inter-spreading factor capture effect events. This is be-
cause when a static maximum transmission power was applied to the nodes in this
group, the nearest of the spreading factor seven nodes would collide and suppress the
distant spreading factor seven node transmissions. With the new transmission power
scheme, these collisions do not lead to a capture effect event and instead cause both
transmissions to be corrupted.
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Figure 5.9: DER impact results from comparing Algorithm 3 to an algorithm that
assigns the max transmission power to all nodes.
Figure 5.9 shows the percentage of transmission sent by each spreading factor group
that the spreading factor seven nodes collided with and then corrupted due to capture
effect events. Showing this more detailed data allows us to understand why the dis-
crepancies in DER between the two solutions in Figure 5.8 existed and shows that the
minimum viable transmission power scheme is very effective for solutions that assign
the spreading factor fairly. This is shown when spreading factor group seven group
had a significantly lesser impact on the other spreading factor groups when the mini-
mum viable transmission power scheme was used. It also showed that the impact was
approximately even across all groups while an exponential increase in DER impact
occurred for the static maximum transmission power scheme.
Although, the minimum viable transmission power scheme still resulted in some
inter-spreading factor collisions due to the nearest of the spreading factor seven nodes.
These nodes have such a high RSSI that the theoretical minimum viable transmission
power can not be assigned to them since this would be a negative transmission power
value. Therefore, this results in nodes that cannot be adjusted to make them not
interfere with more distant nodes. This phenomenon will be discussed in the next
section.
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5.8 Minimal distance or path loss rule
The other key takeaway from Figure 5.7 is that for FATP, a spreading factor group’s
transmission can only be corrupted by transmissions from a group lower than itself.
This is due to the typically high minimum transmission powers for a spreading factor
group and that spreading factors are assigned from the inner nodes outward. This
means when analysing the imperfect orthogonality relationships between groups, we
only need to analyse the relationships where lower spreading factor groups are interfer-
ing with higher groups. By analysing these relationships and finding the relationship
with the highest risk, a threshold to govern how transmission powers should be allo-
cated can be found.
After assessing the information in Figure 4.1 and applying the given path loss model
in FLoRa, I found that the most at-risk relationship was between spreading factor seven
and eight. Although at a bandwidth of 125kHz, there is the same difference in receiver
sensitivity between spreading factor seven and eight as eight to ten; For example, the
path loss model causes this sensitivity difference to be less effective.
This finding correlates to some of the logic in the transmission power scheme from
Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) where the relationship between the nearest spreading factor
seven node and furthest spreading factor eight node was specifically focused on. This
shows that other solutions, also, focused on making the most at risk relationship for
inter-spreading factor collisions a threshold measure on which to base transmission
power assigning. More specifically, the difference in transmission power between these
two nodes was assessed and, as long as no other node has a potential greater received
power difference, their transmissions could not be corrupted by a spreading factor seven
node.
My finding was that, even with knowing this fact and trying to adjust the power
levels for these two nodes, the nearest spreading factor seven node could still corrupt
the furthest spreading factor eight node. This was in the scenario of a LoRaWAN
network operating in Europe where the near node had the lowest possible transmission
power of 2dB and the other had the highest transmission power of 14dB.
Therefore, this lead to finding a couple of ways to prevent this by calculating which
nodes could interfere with the furthest spreading factor eight node since it could be
multiple of the nearest spreading factor seven nodes. One way to prevent this would
be to assign higher spreading factors to these nodes to increase the required received
power difference for inter-spreading factor collisions; therefore, preventing the problem.
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Although, this would make following the optimal path for assigning spreading factors
by Equation 3.1 and Algorithm 2 more difficult since nodes that are viable for spreading
factor seven are being assigned elsewhere. Another way to prevent this problem and
remove the rest of the cross spreading factor collisions would be to impose a minimum
path loss rule for these nodes. This can be converted to a minimum expected distance
from a given base station using an accurate path loss model or real data as a more
useful metric.
To implement a minimum path loss rule for spreading factor seven nodes and, by
extension, a minimum distance rule, one requires a few metrics. These are the network’s
minimum and maximum transmissions power, the minimum sensitivity of a spreading
factor eight transmission to be received, and the power difference required for spreading
factor seven nodes to interfere with spreading factor eight nodes.
[H]min_losssf7 = max_txpow+min_sensisf8−((max_txpow−min_txpow)+cross_sfsf7,sf8)
(5.3)
• min_losssf7 = The minimum amount of path loss a sf7 node can have for this
rule.
• max_txpow = The max transmission power for the network.
• min_txpow = The minimum transmission power for the network.
• min_sensisfn = The minimum sensitivity for a given sf.
• cross_sfsf7,sf8 = The power difference required across two sf groups for interfer-
ence.
min_losssf7 = 14 + 126− ((14− 2) + 11) = 117dB (5.4)
Using Equation 5.3, the path loss value that makes it impossible to stop a spreading
factor seven node from interfering with the most distant spreading factor eight nodes
can be calculated. This value point indicates an unpreventable event because if a node
exists with this path loss value or lesser, there is no transmission power value (It would
have to be lesser than the minimum of 2dB) that you can apply to it that will stop it
from interfering with these spreading factor eight nodes.
Equation 5.4 shows an example of how it applies to my simulated networks and
that the minimum loss for a spreading factor seven node is 117dB. This example is a
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spreading factor seven node using a transmission power value of 2dB and, therefore,
being received with an RSSI of −115db at the base station. This is −11db stronger
than the best RSSI (−126dB) for the most distant spreading factor eight node using a
transmission power of 14dB. This very specific path loss example is important since it
creates the −11dB power difference that matches the inter-spreading factor interference
difference required for a collision between these two nodes.
[H]pl = Lpld0 + 10 · γ · log( d
d0
) (5.5)
• pl = Estimated path loss based on given distance.
• d = Distance between the base station and end node.
• Lpld0 = Path loss at reference distance d0.
• d0 = Reference distance.
• γ = Fading value.
Using the log-distance path loss model given by LoRaSim, shown by Equation 5.5,
it can be refactored to calculate an expected distance from the base station using a
given path loss. This refactoring can be shown by Equation 5.6, although this es-
timated distance will not give you the expected distance of any node using its path
loss. Equation 5.6 is to be used when there is a path loss of a hypothetical node: for
example, using the path loss calculated from Equation 5.4.
[H]d = d0 · 10
pl−Lpld0
10·γ (5.6)
• d = Estimated distance based on a given path loss.
• pl = Path loss of a given node.
[H]d = 40 · 10
pl−127.41
10·2.08 = 12.635m (5.7)
For my specific network, Equation 5.7 shows an example of the minimum distance
required to ensure no spreading factor seven node can interfere with a spreading factor
eight node when the minimum transmission is applied to it. The estimated path loss
is more accurate since distance does not account for environmental variables such as
path obstruction.
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When implementing this rule in the previous experiments, shown by Figure 5.9, the
experiment that implemented the minimum viable transmission power scheme had the
greatest impact on all spreading factor group DERs. Since the value across all groups
was 0%, I did not plot these results on a new figure to compare because there would
be nothing to see.
5.9 Conclusion
I have presented three concepts: a parameter allocation algorithm (PAA), a trans-
mission power scheme (TPS), and a rule for managing the path loss of near nodes.
Implementing my PAA and TPS solutions alone will improve a LoRaWAN network
in terms of scalability and producing a fair collision probability across nodes at the
group and individual level. The fair collision probability is also created while trying
to minimise each node’s collision probability; which is important since, technically, an
algorithm could create a fair network with all nodes having a 100% collision probability.
Employing these two concepts in conjunction achieves this because of the philosophy
implemented by the PAA, which allows the TPS to function effectively and complement
it. Due to the philosophy of assigning spreading factors to nodes from the base station
and moving out as defined by Equation 3.1, higher spreading factor nodes typically have
a higher minimum viable transmission power, which innately reduces inter-spreading
factor collisions.
The TPS reduces a node’s transmission power to the lowest viable value, maximising
its longevity for that spreading factor. Of course, a node could achieve better longevity
if a lower spreading factor for it was viable, but this would impact the network fairness
and lead to more re-transmissions and poorer scalability. This is important since
this would increase the overall network energy consumption and reduce the maximum
viable node count, all for the benefit of an individual node. This is counter-productive
considering that one of the key ideas of my work is to produce positive outcomes for
the individual node by ensuring the whole network is near optimal.
Finally, the minimum path loss rule can function as a helpful guideline when there
are nodes near a base station; either for a single base station network or when deciding
to place multiple gateways in a network. However, nodes that have lesser path loss than
the minimum path loss rule typically contribute to a few collisions. This is because
only the nearest spreading factor seven nodes and most distant spreading factor eight
nodes are prone to this problem. This is a very small group of nodes when compared
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to the whole network and these nodes are unlikely to transmit at the same time. This
rule was found by chance when exploring LoRaWAN networks, but may be helpful for
networks with many base stations and nodes.
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Chapter 6
LoRaWAN: Testing My Contribution
With FATP completed and the components that make it up tested, FATP will be com-
pared against other smart solutions that are considered state of the art for LoRaWAN
networks. The main two solutions I will compare my work to are the solutions pro-
vided by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) which I will refer to as the
Fair and FADR solutions, respectively. I will compare the previously used RSSI-based
solution to these solutions since, while it is a simple solution, it can provide reason-
able and consistent results which can be considered acceptable for many LoRaWAN
implementations.
This chapter will include a section on the experiment setup that will detail how
my experiments were planned out. Following this section will be the DER results on
comparing the different solutions. This will be followed by a section on the energy
consumption of each solution. Overall, this chapter will describe my experiments and
then adequately compare the relevant solutions.
6.1 Experiment Setup
The two main metrics that will be measured to compare the solutions are the DER
results and energy consumption results. The DER results will consider the overall
DER of a network and the DER results of the individual spreading factor groups. The
energy consumption results will only compare the overall energy consumption of each
given network and not detail the energy consumption of the individual groups.
This is because my main focus is the scalability of networks in terms of the max-
imum viable node count and not on minimising the overall energy consumption. The
comparison of energy consumption is only to ensure my solution is not excessively more
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energy expensive than other solutions.
All experiments will be very similar to the experiments in the Initial Exploration
Chapter, where the overall DER result comparison will be across a range of node counts
and the spreading factor group DER results will be at a specific node count. Simulation
environments will use an inter-packet arrival time that equates to a duty cycle of 1%
for a spreading factor twelve node and will only use the comprehensive collision model.
This is different from the experiments in the Initial Exploration Chapter where a duty
cycle of 0.1% was also used. This is because many of the simulated node counts at a
duty cycle of 0.1% did not facilitate enough traffic to test the solutions effectively.
For both the DER results and energy consumption results sections, the experiments
will be simulated at each of the four key distributions that have been previously men-
tioned. Using these four specific distributions, as opposed to amalgamating the results
to form an overall average, will give better insight into the adaptability of solutions for
the distinctly different scenarios.
Each experiment was repeated five times to produce a mean and standard deviation.
After thorough experimentation, the reported standard deviations were too small to be
shown in the following graphs. Therefore, all experiments are statistically significant
and reliable.
A small caveat to the following experiments is that, since FADR is primarily a
transmission power scheme based on the parameter assigning logic from the fairness
solution from Reynders et al. (2017), it will be implemented with the same parameter
assigning logic. This means that both of these solutions will have a similar ability to
adapt to different solutions and will differ based on their transmission power schemes.
Although, this can be a significant difference in performance when considering the
problems of mitigating the capture effect phenomenon and path loss.
6.2 DER Comparison of Smart Solutions
The first section to detail is the comparison of DER from each of the relevant solutions
across the four key distributions. This will compare my FATP solution to the RSSI-
based, FAIR, and FADR solutions. This section will include four subsections, one for
each of the key distributions, and then a conclusion.
I expect that my solution will provide the best results due to implementing the
smart logic from Reynders et al. (2017) while also adopting aspects of the RSSI solution,
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making it more adaptable. I also have this expectation since my transmission power
scheme achieves the same effect of mitigating the capture effect phenomenon with a
simpler solution while also ensuring node transmissions are viable and will not be
corrupted due to noise.
This should, therefore, provide better results for FATP than the comparable solu-
tions since it takes the best of both the RSSI-based and the fairness solutions from
Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018). This is how the idea of being
adaptable and the transmission scheme are derived from the RSSI solution and the
fairness of spreading factor group DERs is derived from the fairness solutions.
6.2.1 DER Results for the Near Distribution
Figure 6.1 shows all of the relevant solutions operating with the near distribution as
shown in Figure 4.3. With this distribution, all solutions should be able to perform



















































Figure 6.1: DER results from comparing the four relevant solutions with the Near
distribution.
Figure 6.1 shows that every solution except the RSSI-based solution performed
similarly. The RSSI solution is good but worse than the other solution due to it
not utilising any spreading factor other than spreading factor seven because of the
node distribution. The FAIR solution proposed by Reynders et al. (2017) performed
inconsistently at low node counts. This is due to the transmission power scheme for the
FAIR solution causing an approximately fixed set of nodes to perform poorly regardless
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of the total node count; as the node count increases, the poor performance for this small
set of nodes is masked.
Overall, this is due to the FAIR solutions’ transmission power scheme since it does
not consider the minimum transmission power value required for a transmission to not
be lost. Also, FADR used the same parameter assigning algorithm but a different
transmission power scheme and achieved significantly better results. Both the FAIR
and FADR solutions do not consider the path loss of nodes when assigning transmis-
sion power values and implement different forms of logic for mitigating inter-spreading
factor collisions. Since these solution focus on a different problem, their power schemes
inherently open the vulnerability for poor performance when a node is limited on what
transmission power values will allow for viable transmissions. This also insinuates that
the power scheme logic for the FAIR solution innately performs worse when mitigat-


























Figure 6.2: Individual spreading factor group DER results from comparing the four
relevant solutions with the Near distribution.
Figure 6.2 shows that the RSSI-based solution performed as expected and used
only one spreading factor while FATP and FADR both performed similarly by ap-
proximately producing even DER results for each spreading factor group due to the
parameter assigning algorithms used. The FAIR solution shows almost similar results
when compared to the FATP and FADR solutions except for spreading factor group
seven where there is almost a 10% difference in performance. The previously men-
tioned fixed set of nodes that caused poor performance at low node counts exist in this
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spreading factor group, causing the worse performance when compared to the FATP
and FADR solutions.
Another important aspect to note is that all of the fairness based solutions (FATP,
Fairness, and FADR) produced no inter-spreading factor collisions due to the capture
effect phenomenon. This shows that the fairness based solutions achieve their main
goal of removing inter-spreading factor collisions.
6.2.2 DER Results for the Ideal Distribution
Figure 6.4 shows all of the relevant solutions being simulated with the ideal distri-
bution, Figure 4.4, which perfectly suits the nature of all of the compared solutions.
Therefore, all solutions should have the potential to operate very effectively based on
their parameter assigning algorithms. Although, this will also be dependent on the
transmission power schemes used since the average path loss for nodes will, on average,
be significantly greater when compared to the average path loss of nodes in the near
distribution.
This means that for the networks to perform effectively, nodes in spreading factor
groups greater than group seven will need high transmission powers for their transmis-
sions to be viable. Therefore, I would expect the RSSI and FATP solutions to both


















































Figure 6.3: DER results from comparing the four relevant solutions with the Ideal
distribution.
Figure 6.3 shows that the RSSI-based and FATP solutions both performed excep-
tionally well with the RSSI-based solution performing marginally better at very high
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node counts. Figure 6.3 also shows that FADR performed significantly worse and the
FAIR solution performed inconsistently across the range of node counts. For this dis-
tribution, this is entirely due to the transmission power schemes being used since these
schemes for both FADR and the FAIR solution did not consider the sensitivity of the

























Figure 6.4: Individual spreading factor group DER results from comparing the four
relevant solutions with the Ideal distribution.
Figure 6.4 shows the DER results for the individual spreading factor groups where
the RSSI-based and FATP solutions both performed exceptionally well. The RSSI-
based solution has an approximately linear decrease in DER when looking from groups
seven through eight, while the FATP solution has an approximately equal DER for each
group with a lesser DER for group seven in comparison to the RSSI-based solution.
This is because of the capture effect phenomenon causing the RSSI-based solution to
have more intra-spreading factor collisions for group seven and a higher DER. This
creates a better DER at higher node counts since group seven has significantly more
nodes than any other group.
Alternatively, the FAIR and FADR solutions both show very interesting DERs for
each group with the FAIR solution only having spreading factor groups seven and eight
performing effectively. FADR shows a sharp increase in DER at group nine, then a
consistent acceptable DER for groups ten through to twelve. Although, this is more
than half of the spreading factor groups, since these groups do not account for the
majority of the nodes in the network, FADR produces an overall low DER.
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6.2.3 DER Results for the Equal Distribution
Figure 6.5 shows the DER results for the relevant solutions while operating with the
equal distribution as shown by Figure 4.5. This distribution is an extension of the ideal
distribution as it is being extended towards a non-ideal scenario. This is because the
nodes are consistently distributed through the environment and, therefore, an attempt
to assign spreading factors fairly will result in a solution that operates very similarly
to the RSSI-based solution.
Therefore, I expect both the RSSI-based and FATP solutions to operate with similar
results which will show the adaptability of the FATP solution since the RSSI-based
solution functions very effectively in these scenarios. However, I expect the FAIR
and FADR solutions to perform poorly, after seeing the DER outputs in the previous























































Figure 6.5: DER results from comparing the four relevant solutions with the Equal
distribution.
Figure 6.5 shows that my expectation was correct where both the RSSI-based and
FATP solutions performed well when considering the non-ideal scenario while the FAIR
and FADR solutions did not. This is solely due to their transmission power schemes
where they do not perform well in a simulation environment that enforces restrictions


























Figure 6.6: Individual spreading factor group DER results from comparing the four
relevant solutions with the Equal distribution.
Figure 6.6 shows the DER results of the individual spreading factor groups for
each solution. Both the RSSI-based and FATP solutions operated similarly for each
spreading factor group with an approximately linear decrease in DER when looking
at groups seven through twelve. This linear decrease in DER for FATP is due to
how it reacts to the node distribution and the path loss limitations introduced by this
distribution.
The equal distribution places the nodes so that there is an equal number of nodes in
each spreading factor region, which results in an equal number of nodes being assigned
to each spreading factor group due to FATP’s parameter allocation algorithm. FATP’s
parameter allocation algorithm attempts to assign the nodes to the spreading factor
groups based on Equation 5.1 but will adapt this based on the path loss limitations.
FATP is forced to adapt due to the equal distribution. This equal number of nodes
being assigned to each spreading factor group leads to a linear decrease in DER perfor-
mance for each group as the spreading factor increases. The FAIR and FADR solutions
show a small DER for group seven and FADR shows a significantly greater DER for
group twelve than any other solution.
This result for FADR is interesting because it highlights a couple of key points for
the RSSI-based and FATP solutions. The reason FADR has a high DER for group
twelve is due to significantly fewer nodes being assigned to this group, which results in
many nodes assigned to other groups that cannot reach the base station. Alternatively,
FATP assigns the spreading factor parameter to nodes (nodes to each spreading factor
group) so that every node in the network has a fair chance of their transmissions
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being received, respective of their assigned group. The RSSI-based solution is also
inadvertently achieving the same fair result as my FATP solution.
This is a key point that I make with my solution, for a real-world environment,
rather than guaranteeing that some nodes can reliably have their transmission received
while many other nodes have a 0% chance of viably transmitting, FATP would rather
ensure all nodes in a group have the same probability for their transmissions to be
received. This difference between the FAIR and FADR solutions to FATP is due to
the parameter assigning algorithm rather than the transmission power scheme. This
is due to the key vulnerability highlighted in the FAIR and FADR solutions where
they do not consider path loss limitations for node transmissions. This vulnerability
leads to unfair performance across and within spreading factor groups and also across
the network due to the solutions strictly following their core logic without adapting to
real-world limitations. Although FATP shares the same core logic as the FADR and
FAIR solutions, it adapts this core logic to the node distribution scenario.
6.2.4 DER Results for the Undulating Distribution
Figure 6.7 shows the DER results for the relevant solutions while being simulated with
the undulating distribution. This distribution tests a solution’s adaptability further
by creating clusters of nodes through the simulation environment. Therefore, I expect
FATP to perform well with a considerable margin over the RSSI-based solution. I
expect the FAIR and FADR solutions to struggle with this distribution due to the
significant number of nodes assigned to the spreading factor groups nine and eleven























































Figure 6.7: DER results from comparing the four relevant solutions with the Undulating
distribution.
Figure 6.7 shows that the FATP and RSSI-based solutions both perform well with
FATP performing better by approximately 10% for most node counts. As expected,
both the FAIR and FADR solutions did not perform well, which is attributable to both

























Figure 6.8: Individual spreading factor group DER results from comparing the four
relevant solutions with the Undulating distribution.
Figure 6.8 shows the adaptive nature of the RSSI-based and FATP solutions, with
the RSSI-based solution assigning nodes to the spreading factor groups based on the
cluster position relative to specific groups. FATP adapts better by mitigating the node
clusters into viable spreading factor groups which results in a consistently better overall
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DER and group DER at all node counts.
FADR produces a similar result to the previous distribution with an unexpected
acceptable spreading factor group eleven. This phenomenon and the DER for group
twelve is because this solution did not assign many nodes to these groups. The FAIR
solution does not perform very well with only showing a DER measurement for spread-
ing factor group seven.
6.2.5 Conclusion
Overall, both the RSSI-based and FATP solutions produced networks that can scale
effectively with FATP being more adaptive and improving the scalability of LoRaWAN
networks further. This shows that when simple solutions are applied to ideal scenarios,
they can scale well and, by adding some smart logic, a solution such as FATP that
can scale better can be created. FATP can then be paired with other improvements to
LoRaWAN such as the previously mentioned lightweight scheduling solution proposed
by Reynders et al. (2018) to scale LoRaWAN further.
Interestingly, the FAIR and FADR solutions did not perform well even using the
same core logic as FATP. I found this to be due to the simulation environment in the
related papers by Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018). The environ-
ments in this related literature implemented no restrictions on the receiver sensitivity
for LoRaWAN transmissions. This meant that, regardless of the RSSI of a transmis-
sion, the transmission would always be correctly decoded even though this does not
match the realities of LoRaWAN networks in real life.
That said, both Reynders et al. (2017) and Abdelfadeel et al. (2018) had good
reasons for this due to their shared key focus. This focus was inter-spreading factor
collisions (the capture effect) and mitigating these problems as opposed to mitigating
path loss problems by controlling the transmission power parameter. These solutions
did mitigate all of the inter-spreading factor collisions in the previous experiments and
if the receiver sensitivity restrictions were lifted, both solutions continue to achieve
their aim. However, both of the transmission power schemes used in each solution
mitigate this problem and assign transmission powers to nodes that cause the node’s
RSSIs to fall out of the minimum sensitivity range.
This means that the core logic for each solution is functioning in a sensitivity
range that is not currently possible for LoRaWAN networks, due to the realities of
the path loss and transmission medium noise. My solution, FATP, instead adopts
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the commonly-used minimum viable transmission power scheme, which ensures all of
the node transmissions will not be corrupted due to path loss. As an unintended
side effect, when this transmission power scheme is implemented with my parameter
assigning algorithm, it achieves the same aim as the FAIR and FADR solutions of
mitigating inter-spreading factor collisions. This transmission power scheme is also
computationally cheaper than the FAIR and FADR solutions with a computational
complexity of O(n).
Therefore, my FATP solution achieves the aim of improving the scalability of Lo-
RaWAN networks when compared to state of the art methods. FATP also mitigates
the capture effect phenomenon for inter-spreading factor collisions for all possible nodes
in a network. This excludes very near nodes as covered in the minimum distance rule
aspect of FATP.
6.3 Energy Consumption Comparison of Smart Solu-
tions
This section will briefly detail the energy consumption results when comparing the four
relevant solutions. This section will look at a network of 1000 nodes with the results
from each of the four key distributions. By taking the results from each of the four key
































Figure 6.9: Energy consumption results from comparing the four solutions at 1000
nodes across the four key distributions.
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Figure 6.9 shows that the FAIR and FADR solutions had consistently low energy
consumption values across each of the four key distributions. The RSSI-based and
FATP solutions had similar results for the near and ideal distributions but showed
large peaks for the equal and undulating distributions. These large peaks are due to
the solutions ensuring that every node has a high enough transmission power value
assigned and can viably transmit. The other two solutions will often assign too low
of a transmission power value to many nodes, resulting in networks consuming low
amounts of energy but having many transmissions lost to noise. Therefore, these large
peaks can be assessed as expected energy consumption for the given distributions.
Figure 6.9 overall shows that my FATP solution did not consume excessively large
quantities of energy, with the RSSI-based solution being a fair comparison. The RSSI-
based solution is a fair comparison because it shows the difference between assigning the
maximum transmission power across all nodes and assigning low transmission powers.
The FAIR and FADR solutions alternatively assigned low transmission powers across
many nodes, resulting in many transmissions not being viable. This makes the energy
consumption results from these solutions not comparable to the RSSI-based and FATP




This thesis operated to design a solution that would allow LoRaWAN networks to scale
better with incorporating more nodes in a network. Many solutions were reviewed as
methods of how to scale LoRaWAN better and three key solutions were highlighted and
used as an inspiration for my solution. These solutions were the RSSI-based solution,
the Fairness solution by Reynders et al. (2017), and FADR by Abdelfadeel et al. (2018).
Evaluating these methods with my research found that, while they could achieve
promising results in simulations, in theory, they all included their problems that im-
peded the scalability of networks. The overall problem was a lack of adaptability to
the large range of node distribution scenarios that a network could exhibit. Therefore,
I developed my solution, FATP, to address the key problems I found. FATP allows
LoRaWAN networks applied to IoT application problems to scale better and meet the
demand of new IoT applications.
7.1 Summary of FATP
In this thesis, I present the Fair Allocation for Transmission Parameters (FATP) for
LoRaWAN. This solution extends on the work by Reynders et al. (2017) and Ab-
delfadeel et al. (2018) by forming their fairness logic into an adaptable algorithm that
can assign transmission parameters to nodes in a network.
FATP comprises three main components: the spreading factor assigning algorithm,
transmission power allocation scheme, and minimum distance rule. The spreading
factor assigning algorithm and transmission power allocation schemes are the key com-
ponents of FATP, with the minimum distance rule being an ideal recommendation.
The spreading factor assigning algorithm, as previously described, implements the
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fairness logic into an algorithm that is adaptable to varying node distributions. This
algorithm introduces the majority of the computational complexity for FATP but will
ensure a more optimal assigning of the spreading factor parameter than other solutions.
This leads to an overall increase in scalability for LoRaWAN networks.
This algorithm essentially functions by treating the spreading factor parameter
values as groups to assign nodes to. With this assumption, the algorithm iterates
through the groups while smartly forming sub-networks of the nodes when required to
assign to specific groups.
The transmission power allocation scheme is significantly simpler by comparison
and, due to complementing the spreading factor assigning algorithm, it simply assigns
the minimum viable transmission power to every node in the given network. This min-
imum viable transmission power is calculated based on the node’s assigned spreading
factor.
The minimum distance rule included in FATP defines a minimum RSSI or plain
sight distance rule that nodes should abide by. If a node has a stronger RSSI or lesser
distance to the nearest base station that what the rule recommends, it becomes very
difficult or impossible to prevent this node from interfering with other nodes using
different spreading factors, due to the capture effect.
Overall, FATP defines a method of defining the spreading factor and transmission
power parameter values in a given network while recommending a minimum RSSI or
distance for nodes.
7.2 Summary of the Results
Overall, FATP performed better than every compared solution across many node dis-
tributions while using a collision model that attempts to simulate a real environment
as close as possible. The three key metrics that were assessed were the overall DER for
the whole network, DER fairness across spreading factor groups, and network energy
consumption.
Across all simulations and solution comparison, FATP produced better average
DERs for each of the four key node distributions. This is due to the implementation of
a collision model that prioritises the implications a real environment would introduce,
causing only the FATP and RSSI-based solutions to perform well. FATP shows an
improvement over the RSSI-based solution due to the optimisation of the spreading
factor parameter.
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This was true for the DER of the individual spreading factor groups for the com-
pared solutions when averaged across all of the tested node distributions. A key focus of
my research and aim for FATP was to increase the fairness of DER across the spreading
factor groups in a LoRaWAN network. Perfect fairness for an effective network would
mean that each spreading group has the same DER while also performing with high
DER results. FATP almost achieved this for ideal scenarios while limiting the negative
impact of non-ideal scenarios better than other solutions.
FATP promoted high DER results for all spreading factor groups while ensuring
that all nodes were viable. Other solutions can produce a higher DER for specific
spreading factor groups but not for all groups. This is typically due to these solutions
assigning very few nodes to some groups which result in these groups performing well.
This will then result in other groups performing poorly with a good example of this
being how FADR performed.
FATP also operated with an acceptable level of energy consumption when compared
to other solutions. The FAIR and FADR solutions both operated with lesser energy
consumption but this was due to many nodes not being assigned a great enough trans-
mission power level to transmit. FATP instead prioritises transmission viability and
assigns the minimum viable transmission power to nodes in a network based on the
node’s spreading factor.
7.3 Overall
My solution, FATP, provides an improvement on current solutions for LoRaWAN net-
works by increasing a network’s scalability. This is primarily done through the logic of
fairness, where the spreading factor parameter is optimised to maximise the capability
of orthogonal transmissions. To complement this and guarantee that transmissions are
orthogonal, a transmission power allocation scheme that is specific to my spreading
factor assigning algorithm is applied. This scheme reduces the energy consumption of
networks while ensuring the spreading factor assigning algorithm functions as intended.
FATP also improves on current solutions and increases network scalability by ac-
knowledging the varied nature of LoRaWAN node distribution scenarios. Due to the
varied nature of node distribution scenarios, FATP’s spreading factor assigning algo-
rithm is designed to be adaptable and have a one-solution-fits-all approach for any
LoRaWAN network problem. Due to this adaptable characteristic of FATP, it pro-
vides better results over solutions such as the RSSI-based solution by Adelantado et al.
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(2017). FATP can also be complemented by other solutions, such as transmission
scheduling protocols to improve the scalability of LoRaWAN networks even further.
7.4 Future work
While working on FATP and exploring the many aspects of LoRaWAN, a couple of
key research areas arose during my research. These two research areas are based on
the optimisation of channel usage and leveraging the capture effect in multi-gateway
LoRaWAN networks. These two key research areas are two improvement paths I found
for LoRaWAN that have not been thoroughly researched.
7.4.1 Optimising Channel Usage
The first area is optimising the channel usage for LoRaWAN networks. This means
trying to ensure that every instance of time in a channel is being positively used to
create viable transmissions. For example, if a transmission is attempted on a given
channel and is correctly received and decoded, the time that transmission took can
be counted as positive. However, if that transmission was interrupted by another
transmission, all of the accumulated time of the attempted transmissions suddenly
become only negative.
An example of a solution that approaches this problem is the light-weight scheduling
solution by Reynders et al. (2018), where LoRaWAN transmissions are scheduled into
lightweight time-slots. The downsides of this solution is the extra overhead required
and a loss of transmission time for aspects such as synchronisation and synchronisation
channels.
Alternatively, if a method was designed that allowed nodes to learn when to favourably
transmit, then similar results with less overhead could potentially be achieved. This
would be a more fluid system when compared to a scheduling solution since there would
be no dedicated synchronisation transmissions and channels.
7.4.2 Multi-Gateway Capture Effect Leverage
Another research problem that arose was the impact of the capture effect on multi-
gateway LoRaWAN networks. Related work by Bor et al. (2016) included some ex-
perimentation with multi-gateway networks that looked at the impact of adding extra
gateways to a network on network DER. Although, an aspect that seemed to be missed
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was the role of the capture effect on these experiments as some of the results may be
due to this phenomena.
Therefore, further research on the impact and potential leverage of the capture effect
on multi-gateway networks could be promising. My thoughts are that gateways could
be strategically placed to purposefully facilitate capture effect events for overall network
DER gain. For example, if two nodes transmit in a network with two gateways with
both transmissions being received by each gateway, each transmission can be received
even if they are interfering with each other. This could occur when the position of
nodes is such that each node has a separate gateway that it is very close to. This
would allow each node to benefit from the capture effect and have its transmission
received.
Overall, this research problem will primarily focus on the optimisation of gate-
way placement with the key heuristic being positive capture effect events. This is
a promising research problem, because based on my research of single gateway net-
works, multi-gateway networks will be required for many of the IoT problems yet to
be solved. Therefore, the multi-gateway specific phenomenon that will arise will need
to be researched and then mitigated or leveraged.
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